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Clinicians at University Counseling Centers (or UCCs) are at the epicenter of a unique demographic in that they may encounter individuals from diverse backgrounds in every sense of the term. In addition to the “traditional” college student, they may also provide clinical care to student-athletes and current or returning military personnel. One injury that impacts every demographic grouping a counselor will treat is head trauma.

Traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) have become a subject of increasing interest among clinicians with an emphasis on proper diagnosis and post-concussive care. TBIs have been shown to negatively impact cognitive capacity, emotional regulation, frustration tolerance, impulse control and contribute to the development of mood disorders. TBIs can go undiagnosed because their symptoms are often attributed to mood or personality disorders, which are commonly seen in college counseling centers and thus TBIs may go undiagnosed without proper training and attention.

While research regarding TBI assessment, efficacious intervention and TBI prevention has been done separately, no single manual has combined all three from the viewpoint of a University Counseling Center. This manual will provide just that, including recommending brief clinical assessment tools, identifying and developing treatment plans to assist clinicians in treating post-TBI psychological and social difficulties as well as how and when to refer to other providers such as neuropsychologists for extensive neuropsychological testing. This consolidated, setting-appropriate, easy to utilize manual would showcase the most effective interventions, treatment plans and prevention measures in one place.

In completing the goals above, this manual will cover prevention, assessment and treatment of TBIs in the context of a college counseling center and the clients they are likely to see. It will
provide guidance regarding appropriate scope of practice and how and when to refer out to specialty providers, and also tools to be used by clinicians and clients alike both in session and real-world scenarios via handouts or other visual aids. Finally, it will also contain a psychoeducation section clinicians will be able to share with TBI patients, their families, and administrative/faculty persons to assist with their understanding of TBIs and what effective treatment plans may require from them.
Introduction

Review of Relevant Literature

Traumatic Brain Injury or TBI has been studied with increased detail over the recent years, with a focus on specific populations including most notably, athletes and military personnel. While there has been a commensurate increase in literature available and studies conducted, no literature is available as it pertains to clinicians in a University Counseling setting in conjunction with treating head trauma. The various populations who present to a University Counseling setting may endorse a multitude of comorbidities, including substance abuse, mood disorders, or Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and it will be paramount that clinicians elicited to assist clients be aware of the potential for each given client context (Broshek, DeMarco, & Freeman, 2014; Martin & Chaney, 2018).

TBIs, also known as concussions, are a growing problem with CDC statistics showing approximately 150 people die each day from injuries that include TBI and TBI-related emergency department visits. These have in fact increased by 47% during a six-year span (2007 to 2013) (https://www.cdc.gov/traumaticbraininjury/get_the_facts.html). A 2010 CDC study published in 2016 estimated 823.7 TBIs per 100,000 people or a .8237% prevalence for the general population (CDC, 2016). Annually, estimates range from between 1.5 to 3 million TBIs sustained each year, either individually or in conjunction with other injuries (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; CDC, 2017; Silver, Kramer, Greenwald, & Weissman, 2001). Of these, nearly 300,000 require hospitalization (Silver et al., 2001).

Comparatively, the rates for TBI in those who are either athletes or military personnel is markedly higher. Estimates for the rate of TBI in military personnel range from 15.2% to 22.8% in one literature review (McKee & Robinson, 2014) with multiple additional studies finding a broader but overall similar range of 11 to 36% (Bryan, 2013; Hoge et al., 2008; MacGregor et al.,
For athletes, a 2013 study hypothesized between 1.6 and 3.8 million sport-related concussions every year in the United States alone (Collins, Kontos, Reynolds, Murawski, & Fu, 2014). Additional studies show significant variation in the overall range of figures, however the lowest estimation from studies or literature reviews found was consistently approximately 1.4 million TBIs sustained annually due to engaging in athletics.

Recent concern has also been growing about the long-term effects of TBIs, most notably chronic traumatic encephalopathy or CTE, a result of TBI, which is a progressive neurodegeneration that has typically been associated with clinical symptoms such as irritability, increased aggression, memory loss and eventually more severe symptomatology such as dementia, declining motor function, increased suicidality and death (McKee et al., 2013; Wortzel & Arciniegas, 2013). This is most commonly found in both the military and in athletes, with youth sports in particular taking drastic action in an attempt to alleviate much of this risk by teaching coaches, parents and other authority figures how to properly coach children, what signs to look for when suspecting a child may have a concussion and how to safely make sure the child is able to return to play only after they fully heal (Bailey, McCrea, & Barth, 2013; Collins et al., 2014; Daniel, Rowson, & Duma, 2012).

Concussions or multiple subconcussive impacts present differently in adults and adolescents (Daniel et al., 2012) though the effects can be just as pronounced and the long-term ramifications as severe. However, proper education about prevention, recognition and treatment of concussions can assist in mitigating the cognitive and emotional effects of TBIs after they occur or prevent them from occurring to begin with (Collins et al., 2014; Daniel et al., 2012). Assessments such as the Glasgow Scale, the Sport Concussion Assessment Tool (SCAT5) for children 13 and older, the Child SCAT5 for children 12 and younger as well as screening tools
such as the King-Devick test and Concussion Recognition Tool 5 (CRT5) all allow for licensed healthcare professionals and/or laypersons to broadly assess for TBI, depending on the tool being used (Echemendia et al., 2017; Howitt, Brommer, Fowler, Gerwing, Payne, & DeGraauw, 2016).

Diagnosis of concussions can differ depending on length of time of lost consciousness, length of posttraumatic amnesia, and a higher initial Glasgow Coma Scale scores (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). A correct and accurate diagnosis may enable providers or other trained personnel to provide the proper care needed services, while misdiagnosis may increase the potential for lasting cognitive, emotional or physical impairments.

TBIs lead not only to cognitive impairment but can also contribute to or be the impetus for a whole host of other mood disorders including major depressive disorder, anxiety, panic disorder, OCD, dysthymia, bipolar disorder, drug and alcohol abuse/dependence and schizophrenia (Silver et al., 2001). One study found that the individuals who had sustained TBIs (361 of 5034) were 1.4 to 5.7 times as likely to be suffering from some combination of mood disorders, endorsing drug and/or alcohol abuse or dependence or endorsing a suicide attempt (Silver et al., 2001). While various resources have provided significant, in-depth perspectives as to each of these difficulties and through the lens of multiple population types, no one resource has done so through the perspective of a University Counseling Center provider nor specifically targeted the various student population types inherent to a university setting.

Comorbidities

Those who sustain at least one TBI have the potential to show increased rates for a variety of comorbidities including various mood disorders, substance abuse, PTSD or suicidality. Though each respective population may show varying figures for select comorbidities, one constant that routinely shows elevated numbers regardless of population is PTSD with a highwater mark of
military personnel showing between a 13.7% to 44% comorbidity rate (Hoge et al., 2008; MacGregor et al., 2010; Tanielian, & Jaycox, 2008). Mood Disorders, substance use or a combination of comorbidities range from 14% to 71% between athlete, military and general populations with variations for each category depending on the population. No individual from any group is excluded from the possibility of any or multiple comorbidities, as while prevalence may change from group to group, each comorbidity shows some presence in each population.

**Critique and Need for Further Study**

The findings stated above via conducted studies and literature reviews show the importance and necessity of a utilitarian manual for clinicians who may assist clients who come from a broad range of backgrounds within a University Counseling setting. These clinicians will of course come into contact with “traditional” students, that is to say, individuals who are part of the general population, have neither a military or athletic background and may have a great number of similarities with the majority of other students who typically utilize a University Counseling center. However, servicemen and servicewomen returning from active duty to achieve an advanced degree or student-athletes who wish to utilize a resource available to them may also enroll. It will be paramount clinicians become familiar with each population and their potential unique presentations, to be aware of what they are most likely to see. Currently there are no manuals that present this combined approach along with making treatment plan recommendations, discussing scope of practice, and both how and when to refer to more specialized providers. This manual will thus fill a gap in the literature and assist clinicians who may be unaware of the challenges that face various populations. As the knowledge surrounding TBIs continues to grow, this manual will also have the flexibility to adapt and incorporate new information.
Methods

Purpose of the Resource

This section delineates the methods used to develop a manual for clinicians working in a University Counseling Center with a student population that may encompass the general population, athletes and military personnel (See Appendix B). The manual will provide descriptive information about issues unique to each population along with overarching issues clinicians may encounter. Additionally, the manual will provide brief assessment recommendations, treatment planning and guidance for referrals to specialists, though this should not be construed as legal advice. Rather, the referral advice will be discussion surrounding scope of practice and the appropriateness of providing or not providing certain services. A literature review informed the development of this manual by investigating current research regarding TBIs in the various populations, the comorbidities that may arise with each, treatment planning for TBIs in both the cognitive and emotional realms, prevention and safety measures that are utilized, and the proportion of TBIs seen in each population. This manual integrates these research findings to assist University Counseling center clinicians with their brief assessment, therapeutic interventions and treatment planning in an effort to provide the most appropriate, complete care to the various individuals they may see.

Resource Development

Review of relevant literature. In developing this manual, current, relevant literature was studied to obtain information in the areas of: TBI in the general population; TBI in the military; TBI in the athletic population; TBI screening; TBI preventative measures; evaluation and testing measures; emotional interventions; behavioral interventions; and treatment planning for TBIs. Focus for the general population was given to “traditional” college-aged individuals; that is, those
between 18 and 25 years of age. This literature was obtained through a search of peer reviewed journal articles, academic books, relevant published therapeutic manuals and data from the United States Department of Veterans Affairs from the following online databases: Academic Search Complete, Alt-HealthWatch, Google Scholar, Health Source, ProQuest, PsycARTICLES, PsycINFO, PsychTests, PubMed, Sage Journals Online, Science Direct, SpringerLink, Wiley Online Library, and WorldCat.org. Keyword searches included the following terms in various combinations: athlete, concussion, TBI, military, manual, cognitive rehab**, assessment, comorbid, suicid**, intervention, treatment, prevalence, diagnosis, prevention and head trauma. Additional searches from the aforementioned databases using these and other similar search terms will be routinely conducted to ensure the most accurate, updated information is represented in the manual.

Mendeley was utilized to organize the reviewed literature. It was used to highlight relevant data, hypotheses or other information which was incorporated and synthesized into the manual. Articles are organized by author, year and topic and separated based upon the topic and so as to ease analysis of each.

**Inclusion criteria.** Inclusion criteria of literature utilized in the development of this manual was limited to military personnel, athletes and the general population that will typically be seen in a University Counseling center setting. While individuals in these populations may encompass and embody a variety of demographics, a focus was placed on the “likely” individuals that clinicians will see in regard to age, cultural background and context relating to how the TBI was sustained. To inform these data, studies regarding both military personnel and athletes were included that also incorporated older adults and, in some cases, geriatric populations. These studies were used
to enhance the knowledge surrounding TBIs and comorbidities throughout the lifespan as well as to inform efficacious evidence-based treatments.

The clinical recommendations for assessing and treating each population will be informed by a critical study of the literature, brief assessment tools and evidence-based treatment protocols. This study will look at what is relevant to each population’s specific needs and what are accepted tools for the general population as a whole.

The literature reviewed included peer-reviewed articles, scholarly books, academic presentations, published expert interviews and existing resources for practitioners and clinicians working with students who have sustained one or more TBIs. An emphasized focus was placed on literature published in the last 5 years; however, all relevant findings of significance were reviewed. Sample sizes for literature were also considered, as those findings with greater sample sizes were given greater weight dependent upon the goal of the study and depth of analysis. Both Fraley and Vazire (2014) and Stokes and Allor (2016) discuss evaluation of the quality and quality of a sample, noting that a high degree of statistical power indicates a study that is more easily replicable and also provides an accurate estimate of the effect(s) being studied. Thus, larger studies may be able to provide a more accurate representation of the population being studied. This may be even more true for specific populations such as athletes or the military. Fraley noted that the average sample size in social-personality research is 104 with a matching statistical power rate of 50%, thus larger studies such as Hoge et al., (2008) and Rona et al., (2012) were given greater weight than case examples of several individuals or only a single person. Additionally, studies conducted through institutions such as the VA were given greater weight as there is a greater ability to collect data in a consistent manner that transcends region, thus making the results more exhaustive.
Stokes and Allor (2016) go further, stating that the fidelity of the data gleaned from research is dependent not on just the quality of the sample itself but also from the validity and reliability of the measures used. This also impacted the literature reviewed here, as weight was given to studies that utilized more valid, reliable assessment tools. These are often found at places such as the VA, making studies that incorporate VA batteries such as the RAND (Tanielian and Jaycox, 2008) manual more valuable.

Methods for weighting and selecting studies included recency (more recent being given heavier weight), size of population (the greater the N the higher the weight), type of population (general, military or athlete), pre-morbid health of population (studies that utilized inpatient psychiatric populations were discouraged for example) utilization of popular/reputable assessment tools (those studies utilizing “mainstream” assessment protocols such as the WAIS, WMS or D-KEFS were given heavier weight than those utilizing protocols developed solely for that study) and focus of study, with those studies focusing on the correlation between head trauma and a single/few resulting co-morbidities given heavier weight than studies that had a broader range or focus.

The manual takes a step-by-step, linear approach in assessment, diagnosis and treatment of TBI and the cognitive and emotional deficits that may follow along with providing consideration for current research and interventions empirically proven to reduce the potential for or impact of TBI. This manual provides a rudimentary scaffold of the medical literature for injuries and symptomatology of specific brain locations, however as the goal of this manual is not to address particular neurological issues, such as penetrating head wounds or skull fractures to one part of the brain compared to another, the scope of this manual primarily focuses on prevention, assessment, diagnosis and intervention of TBIs.
Consideration of Existing Resources

A comprehensive review of literature pertaining to TBIs in the general, military and athletic populations whom University Counseling center providers are likely to see showed that while there are various studies and manuals that encompass each individual population and/or discuss the comorbidities related to each population, there is not one source that specifically compiles and integrates these materials into one reference. Thus, this manual will synthesize and combine research findings, statistically sound brief assessment protocols, evidence-based treatment approaches and appropriate referral discussion.

A review of similar resources found that the focus was often placed on diagnostic/assessment measures or treatment/intervention options but not a combination that included both to a significant degree. Manuals that weighed more heavily on the assessment or diagnostic side often include a small section about the importance of an accurate and utilitarian treatment plan but do not go on to explain what this would consist of and how to delineate accurate versus less empirically supported interventions. Resources that focus more on interventions available to clinicians are directed more towards these practitioners and do not continue past providing a review of these interventions and proper implementation.

TBI diagnostic tools for the general population, military and athletic population were thoroughly examined, including manuals, test development and validity. Relevant websites, resources and presentations are included so as to better grasp the current studies being done related to TBI prevention, assessment, diagnosis and treatment. Thus, this manual acts as a guide providing information that will allow clinicians to both assess and provide accurate intervention and treatment recommendations for TBI. The fundamental principal of the manual is to allow for the most appropriate assessment of and treatment recommendations in order to ensure optimal
treatment depending on their population and resources at hand. It rejects the idea that one treatment is the best option for every adult.
Results

A resource manual was created for University Counseling clinicians working with individuals who have suffered TBIs. The research which informed the manual partitioned the population into three parts, general, athlete, and military. The goal of this manual is to provide a resource for clinicians who are working with any of these populations in a University Counseling center who may or may not be familiar with diagnostic, brief assessment and treatment protocols. The manual is intended to be concise, easy to navigate and comprehensible for said clinicians. The target audience for the manual are clinicians (e.g. psychologists, Marriage and Family Therapists, Licensed Clinical Social Workers, etc.) practicing in a University Counseling center setting working with any of the populations mentioned above and who are interested in learning how to develop comprehensive treatment plans while gaining a greater understanding of TBIs for their respective populations.

As a review of currently available similar resources suggested a gap in the connection between the prevention, process of evaluation or assessment of TBI and intervention, this manual intends to link the gap between all three, emphasizing the importance of prevention and accurate diagnosis along with making appropriate treatment recommendations based on the results of a comprehensive neuropsychological and emotional evaluation.

This manual does not intend to be a comprehensive, complete manual that covers all assessment, treatment planning and intervention. Further, when discussing scope of practice and referrals of clients to other specialty providers (e.g. referring to a neuropsychologist for a full neuropsychological testing battery), this manual is not intended as a legally binding or authority document, instead rather a guideline based on the American Psychological Association ethics code. Finally, this proposed manual would look to fill a gap in resources available to clinicians in
this particular setting, as this does not currently exist. The resource manual in its entirety can be found in Appendix B.

**Format, Structure, and Content**

The manual will be split into five chapters in order to accomplish this goal: (a) Defining TBIs, (b) Who Can Experience a TBI? (c) What Can I Do as a UCC Provider? (d) Tracking Progress with SMART Goals and (e) TBI Prevention. A brief introduction including how to utilize the manual and the goals of the manual will precede this. Resources will be included throughout the manual and listed again after the conclusion, along with an appendix of a brief guidelines for parents, administrators and professors.

**Chapter 1: Defining TBIs**

After a brief discussion of the goals and correct use of this manual in the introduction, this first section will focus on the prevalence and increased awareness of TBIs, the role a UCC provider will play within this manual and introductory education as to what a TBI is, applicable DSM 5 criteria, the various severity designations and cognitive and emotional symptoms once a student has sustained a TBI. Additionally, the most common comorbidities seen post-injury will also be summarized with a prevalence range given for each. This section’s primary goal is an introductory primer into what a TBI is and how it may manifest for clinicians who have little to no experience with those who have sustained a TBI.

**Chapter 2: Who can experience a TBI**

This section will build upon the last by discussing the various populations that a UCC provider will encounter clinically, and common similarities and differences seen inter- and intragroup. This chapter will be broken into three main population types that are then followed and
compared throughout the remainder of the manual: traditional student, student with military experience, and student-athlete.

**Chapter 3: What can I do as a UCC Provider?**

Chapter 3 will introduce direct interventions the UCC provider will be able to utilize to assist in diagnosing TBIs along with introducing specialty providers (neuropsychologist, neurologist), what they may be able to add diagnostically, and how best to refer and prepare students. Additionally, rudimentary psychoeducation UCC practitioners can offer to various groups who routinely come into contact with the student is described. This is broken down into psychoeducation for the student themselves as well as for professors, administrators, coaches and families. The purpose of these sections is to provide targeted psychoeducation specific to how each group may benefit and appropriately augment interactions to best support the student and their recovery. Further, this chapter discusses the various comorbidities that may be present and that UCC providers should be vigilant for and which comorbidities are likely for each population. These distinctions will be important, as not all student populations are the same, thus difficulties each group experiences may differ.

**Chapter 4: Tracking Progress with SMART Goals**

This chapter introduces the concept of SMART goals, initially by defining what the acronym means and what role each letter plays in defining and outlining goals. Following this, examples of how to implement these goals into treatment are offered, as utilizing SMART goals allows for various scalability of goals to meet the need at hand (Bovend’Eerdt, Botell, & Wade, 2009). The purpose of this chapter is to introduce a way of measuring progress (or the lack thereof) by use of flexible yet descriptive goals that can be individualized to the needs of the student.
Chapter 5: TBI Prevention

This manual wants to provide clinicians with a comprehensive, contemporary review of interventions, assessment and treatment as well as be a resource to educate about preventative measures being developed and researched. These will include measures being taken that may affect the general populous such as new safety equipment implemented in automobiles, in athletics such as new helmets or padding or in the military such as implementation and development of in-field TBI gauges to prevent multiple sub-concussive traumas from accumulating. Following the reference section will be a short appendix which will include a brief guide clinicians can share with parents, professors or administrators in order to help educate them broadly about what a TBI may look like, what recovery generally may entail and how each outside source may be helpful.

Summary

Overall, the purpose of this manual is to clarify a complex process. It aims to provide clinicians with an explanation of the value of a comprehensive evaluation, proper diagnosis and comprehensive, appropriate interventions and treatment planning. This manual will be reviewed by three faculty committee members will serve as additional support, providing insight and recommendations. This manual will be subject to ongoing review by experts in the field of TBI along with the various subpopulations this manual encapsulates. These experts may provide insight into the usefulness of the manual and offer feedback which may be incorporated into future iterations of this manual.
Discussion

Overview

Manuals, research, and literature reviews have all been compiled in any number of combinations surrounding the topics of TBIs, their comorbidities, brief assessment tools, treatment planning and interventions. Some go further, narrowing down specific populations or age ranges, cultural backgrounds or gender. However, none of the manuals, research or literature reviews found encompass the populations seen by a University Counseling center when viewed through the lens of the general population (“traditional” students), athletes (student-athletes) or military personnel. Each population, while having many overlapping similarities, will also have their own unique challenges and forms of effective treatment, both in the planning and intervention stages. If left undiagnosed, emotional and/or cognitive deficits from a sustained TBI can linger and impact individuals for a prolonged range of time.

To that end, this manual seeks to provide clinicians in this area with an overview and guide to briefly assess, diagnose, treatment plan and ultimately treat those who have sustained a TBI, while being mindful of their unique background. This manual will utilize a variety of interventions and treatment styles, which have been found to be evidence-based and are widely found for reference. Additionally, the manual will dedicate a portion of its content to addressing language providers can use to discuss care and treatment for those who have sustained a TBI with lay individuals. The impetus for this is to enable providers, clients and lay individuals who interact with the clients to all have a shared language to communicate.


**Strengths of the Manual**

At its core, this manual will fill a void in the literature in regard to University Counseling center clinicians and their ability to provide services to a variety of clientele. The manual will look to serve as an innovative mental health intervention and highly needed clinical tool for providers working with a multivariable population. Within the manual, both psychoeducational and interventional aspects will be integrated along with brief assessment measures, treatment planning and scope of practice ethical guidelines.

This manual will, in its five subsections, provide clinicians with a broad, overarching comprehensive plan that will assist them with everything from initial brief assessment and diagnosis to treatment planning and ethically referring to specialty providers if necessary. It will also do so within the framework of the aforementioned populations, thus building upon previously reviewed and accepted literature and research as its foundation for integration. Yet another strength of the manual will be to integrate this knowledge through the lens of a University Counseling clinician and thus also under the assumption that the consumers of treatment will be enrolled in a place of higher education. Thus, the manual will fill a gap of integrating treatment into the academic and social aspects an individual client may be interacting with.

Yet another strength of the manual will be its “one-stop” aspect, where it provides clinicians with a number of brief assessment and intervention tools in an integrated setting. While this manual will not pretend to be overly comprehensive or incorporate or catalogue every appropriate intervention and brief assessment tool, it will be a broad base from which clinicians can gain knowledge about a sample of both interventions and assessment tools they know to be efficacious and valid. It will be incumbent upon the clinicians to do additional research and study
on their own, however this manual will look to be a dynamic starting point for gaining further knowledge.

Finally, a strength of this manual will be incorporating a section which will give providers, consumers and others within the sphere of the consumers a common language with which to discuss TBIs, treatment and necessary steps to take. The purpose of this section is to benefit each group in a manner that allows the client to succeed while those around the client, whether they be family members, friends, professors, administrators, gain knowledge about what to expect and how to assist in treatment. This in turn will encourage clinicians to perform their own critical thinking into what treatment aspects are appropriate for each individual and take each individual’s cultural context into consideration. This will assure that each treatment plan is culturally competent, individualized to each client’s needs and will be so based on empirically based research.

**Limitations of the Manual**

The primary limitation of this manual will be that it addresses a narrow scope of the adult population, and while it may be applicable to various age ranges across the adult lifespan, the focus is on those who are the primary users of a University Counseling Center. While the data surrounding interventions, brief assessment tools, referral assistance, and so on may also be valid for others, the focus of this manual will be tailored to the clients typically seen in a University Counseling center setting. To this same end, a limitation of the manual will be that it does not present a specific and targeted focus on one particular population. It will attempt to broadly assist clinicians within this particular setting instead of solely discussing one specific population in greater depth.
Additionally, this manual will not be comprehensive in terms of cataloguing interventions, assessments or treatment planning possibilities. While it will be a strength that all of these categories are synthesized into one manual, this manual will not look to disseminate and discuss each potential input or variation. To this end, a further limitation will be the focus on brief cognitive assessment tools. Specialty providers such as neuropsychologists may be able to incorporate full assessment batteries into their diagnoses, treatment plans and reports, however that will not be the case here, as the focus will be on brief assessment and discussing appropriate referral options instead for more comprehensive batteries.

Finally, a limitation of this manual is that it does not discuss all comorbidities, mood disorders and medical or psychological issues that clinicians may encounter along with TBIs. The focus instead will broadly be on those most commonly seen, in an effort to assist in the most wide-ranging way rather than the most concentrated. Thus, the application of the manual to specific individuals with individualized problems not discussed may not be appropriate. To this same end, the treatment planning and interventions discussed will also be limited to those comorbidities discussed and will not be all-encompassing.

**Future Directions for the Manual**

Future revisions of the manual should include updated research, data and literature on any one of the specific populations mentioned within and it should also incorporate this new data through the lens of a University Counseling center provider. Revisions may also occur if any literature discussed or cited in the literature review is expanded upon. Future revisions may also be able to be made based on the *Limitations of the Manual* section which may include more up to date interventions, treatment planning theories, brief assessment measures or diagnostic criteria.
Another future direction for the manual may be to expand to alternative populations such as young children, adolescents, middle age adults or geriatric populations. While this manual will be narrow in scope, it may be a broad foundation from which future versions can base their data or formatting. Additionally, as this manual will not incorporate any first-hand data collection or human subjects, future iterations may desire to include this approach and incorporate the results accordingly.

**Plan for an Evaluation of the Current Manual**

After initial dissemination of the manual to UCC providers, feedback regarding clinical effectiveness of the interventions would be assessed. While all interventions included in this manual are evidence-based, there may be additional appropriate interventions UCC providers utilize that yield more complete recovery from students who have sustained a TBI. Clinicians would be asked to review and provide feedback about which interventions and strategies they found helpful and which significant information may have been excluded, so as to be included in future editions if appropriate. Additionally, as this manual did not gather direct clinician to client data, it may be an added strategy to evaluate the effectiveness of this manual. Should this be a method to evaluate the manual, informed consent and similar procedures would be implemented along with institutional board review approval to ensure student safety.

**Plan for Dissemination**

After outside feedback, updated data and review from specialty clinicians is collected and incorporated, the manual should be dispensed to a pilot University Counseling Center and its providers to incorporate into their treatment protocols. Once integrated, the providers will be able to assess the efficacy of the manual and benefits seen by clients. Additionally, these providers will be able to make recommendations for future versions of the manual that will make it more
appropriate, clearly targeted and applicable on a larger scale to other providers. Releasing the manual to various university systems or through some sort of online messaging board may increase accessibility, in addition to contacting clinicians in the VA system, particularly the VA systems that partner with universities in a consortium fashion.
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Extended Review of the Literature

Definitions and Background Literature of TBIs

This proposed manual intends, as noted above, to be an all-encompassing literature review which will discuss and critically analyze interventions, first-hand data collected, other previously constructed literature reviews and preventive measures currently being used to define, quantify, analyze and otherwise measure concussions, their effects and how to prevent them. To provide context for these goals, this background section will provide and summarize current definitions of terms and sequelae and disseminate the current state of research. This will be broken down into the general population, the military and athletes, as the latter two are two of the most prevalent TBI-sustaining populations. Additionally, this background section will discuss current interventions and the methodology behind their utilization. Finally, there will be a critique of the current literature reviews and manuals available to providers with an emphasis on where this manual will fill a previously vacant niche.

Definitions

What is a concussion? The DSM-5 does not provide a static definition of “concussion”, rather it provides criteria for a Major or Mild Neurocognitive Disorder Due to Traumatic Brain Injury. There are three primary criteria, the first of which is (A) the criteria are met for major or mild neurocognitive disorder. Criterion (B), partially described above, requires “there is evidence of a traumatic brain injury - that is, an impact to the head or other mechanisms of rapid movement or displacement of the brain within the skull, with one or more of the following: “loss of consciousness, posttraumatic amnesia, disorientation and confusion, neurological signs (e.g. neuroimaging demonstrating injury; a new onset of seizures; a marked worsening of a preexisting seizure disorder; visual field cuts, anosmia; hemiparesis). Criterion (C) requires “the
neurocognitive disorder presents immediately after the occurrence of the traumatic brain injury or immediately after recovery of consciousness and persists past the acute post-injury period” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Additionally, the DSM-5 provides coding for TBI both with and without posttraumatic behavioral disturbances. The figure below shows the distinction between the three levels of severity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Injury Characteristic</th>
<th>Mild TBI</th>
<th>Moderate TBI</th>
<th>Major TBI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loss of Consciousness</td>
<td>&lt;30 minutes</td>
<td>30 minutes-24 hours</td>
<td>&gt;24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttraumatic amnesia</td>
<td>&lt;24 hours</td>
<td>24 hours-7 days</td>
<td>&gt;7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow Coma Scale score</td>
<td>13-15 (not below 13 at 30 minutes)</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>3-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 1. Concussion levels of severity.*

While the DSM has defining characteristics set out for severity of TBI for coding purposes, it additionally cautions that the initial severity rating may not correspond to the severity of the resulting neurocognitive deficits. Additionally, it corroborates consistent findings from a multitude of other studies that state the course of recovery from a TBI, regardless of severity, is dependent on a multitude of variables and cofactors including prior TBI history, substance abuse and age (under four years old and over 65 years old).

**TBI Prevalence in General Population/Overview**

Statistics regarding the prevalence of concussions vary, but a consistent range of values is noted throughout diagnostic literature. Prevalence rates may vary dependent upon population described, scope of study, year of study or other factors. The aforementioned CDC indicated in their statistics that in 2013, there were a combined 2.8 million TBI-related emergency department visits, hospitalizations and deaths in the United States, though it qualifies this number by saying these 2.8 include both TBI alone or in conjunction with other injuries (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2017).
The DSM-5 has a much lower number at 1.7 million annual TBIs resulting in approximately 1.4 million emergency department visits, 275,000 hospitalizations and 52,000 deaths (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). However, the DSM-5 also states that 2% of the population lives with a TBI-associated disability from a TBI at any point in the lifetime while also noting that 59% of TBI incidents involve males. A 2001 Silver, Kramer, Greenwald and Weissman study puts their estimate in between these two figures, believing that more than two million individuals sustain a TBI each year in the United States and that nearly 300,000 of those two million require hospitalization (Silver et al., 2001).

The purpose of this manual will attempt to broadly assist all adults who have sustained a TBI and the providers who are charged with their care but will apply a narrower focus for those who are in the military and athletics. These two areas have greater prevalence for head injuries and other comorbidities not found in the general population (Daniel, Rowson, & Duma, 2012).

**TBI Prevalence in The Military**

Historically, TBI has been a part of combat warfare, traditionally known as “shell shock”, commonly characterized by “headache, amnesia, inability to concentrate, difficulty sleeping, depression and suicidality” (Mott, 1916). Though impacts may be sub concussive, repeated traumas can lead to the development of cognitive and behavioral changes (McKee & Robinson, 2014). Additionally, McKee and Robinson point out that effects of mTBI may be exacerbated by the psychological impacts of combat, additional stressors placed on personnel and lack of ability to ensure proper recovery.

The prevalence of TBI in military personnel appear to be significantly higher than the rates found in the general population. TBI and other head traumas have been called a “hallmark” of recent military operations, with mild TBIs (mTBI) being the most common traumatic brain injury

This study from McKee and Robinson (2014) estimates the prevalence of mTBI in returning service members at anywhere from 15.2% to 22.8% and affecting as many as 320,000 troops. This is significantly more prevalent than a 2010 CDC study, which found 823.7 TBIs per 100,000 people, or .8237% for the general population (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2016). This would be statistically consistent with the number of individuals estimated to have suffered a TBI in the general population (under 4 million) which represents just over 1% of the current United States. Other studies have posited a similar range (Bryan & Clemans, 2013; Hoge et al., 2008; MacGregor et al., 2010; Miller, Ivins, & Schwab, 2013), indicating that there is some certainty as to the rates of occurrence both for military and general public persons.

Further, while the number of individual concussions sustained remains higher for service men and women, they are also at greater risk for sustaining multiple concussive or sub concussive impacts prior to recovery. This will be important for providers to note, as it may be clinically relevant to rehabilitation should the individual have sustained multiple concussions during deployment. Several individual studies have investigated this with similar findings. A 2013 study of 161 individuals (157 veterans and 4 civilian contractors), demographically stratified, serving in Iraq and Afghanistan, discovered 52.8% had sustained multiple TBIs while 11.2% has sustained none and 36% had sustained one (Bryan & Clemans, 2013). An additional 2017 cohort study of 229 male Gulf War veterans discovered that 57.2% (131 of 229) sustained two or more TBIs with 31.4% not sustaining a TBI and 11.4% sustaining one TBI (Yee et al, 2017). A third, larger study of 2525 soldiers returning from year-long deployments in Iraq, given questionnaires regardless of
injury sustained or lack thereof, found 4.9% reporting an injury with a loss of consciousness combined with another 10.3% reporting an injury “with altered mental status not involving loss of consciousness” (Hoge et al., 2008, p. 455). Of note, 1706 or 67.6% reporting sustained no injury while deployed.

Length of deployment may also be critical for a provider to assess as length of time deployed may impact TBI likelihood or manifestation. Rona et al. (2012) published a study utilizing comparison groups including US troops deployed for two years and UK troops deployed for a single year in the same region (Iraq or Afghanistan). The questionnaires used in this measure were administered to 3,763 US and UK personnel in total. The result of this study showed that length of deployment did in fact influence mTBI odds which remained significant after confounding variables specific to each deployed group were removed. The odds fell at 1.31 per month of deployment which indicated that the longer the deployment, the increased odds of sustaining a TBI. Interestingly enough, Rona et al.’s findings showed no other outcome was associated with length of deployment dependent solely on length, however the summary was quick to caution that solely eliminating length of deployment would likely not eliminate all discrepancy in TBIs sustained by the two military groups.

**TBI Prevalence in Athletes**

TBIs in athletics of all ages and levels of play have drawn increased scrutiny in recent years. Most notably, *Concussion*, a 2015 movie surrounding the story of forensic pathologist Dr. Bennet Omalu, his research on chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) and the National Football League (NFL) crossed over from the academic world to the mainstream. A more recent 2017 study of the brains of 202 deceased American football players showed that 87% (177 of 202) met criteria
for CTE across all levels of competition while of 111 former NFL players, 110 were diagnosed (Mez et al., 2017).

Critics of this article were quick to note that this study may have been influenced by “selection bias” in that players who noticed cognitive issues may have been more likely to donate their brains, the number of players studied here is not indicative of the tens of thousands who have played the sport and thus the data not fully extrapolatable, or that interviews with family members or close friends may have yielded descriptions of non-specific symptoms (Mcgrew, Pusateri, & Hockenberry, 2017). However, the proportion of players that met CTE criteria remained staggering. Multiple suicides over the past several years of high-profile professional athletes have also shone a light on the dangers of sport-related concussions. Professional baseball player Ryan Freel in 2012, former NFL players Junior Seau also in 2012, Dave Duerson in 2011 and most recently Aaron Hernandez in 2017 all had post-mortem autopsies that confirmed the presence of CTE.

A 2013 study discussing clinical care of athletes hypothesizes that there are between 1.6 and 3.8 million sport-related concussions every year in the United States alone (Collins, Kontos, Reynolds, Murawski, & Fu, 2014). While there are significant variations in the overall range of potential figures, the low and high boundary figures of these and many other studies appear to fall between and 1.4 and 4 million individuals who sustain some level of TBI annually. To put these numbers in perspective, it is estimated that 38 million children and adolescents participate in organized sports in the United States in 2011 alone while another 8.4 million young adults have participated in collegiate level sports between the 1982-83 and 2007-08 academic school years (Daneshvar, Nowinski, McKee, & Cantu, 2011). This manual will also look to address the various dangers posed and what age-appropriate preventive measures and interventions may be introduced
for adults. Noting previous athletic endeavors will be crucial for providers to ask about and note, as concussions or mTBI occurring long ago may impact cognitive functioning later on. Clients and providers may not be aware of these potential lingering effects, and thus asking about it during a clinical interview may assist a provider in constructing an appropriate rehabilitation plan and diagnosis.

Of particular note in the athletic community at all levels is the potential for second-impact syndrome (SIS), during which an athlete sustains a second concussion or sub-concussive impact before a prior concussion has resolved (Nowinsky). Though rare, SIS had a 50% mortality and 50% morbidity rate as of the 2013 study. This in turn led to precautions and safeguards being implemented at all levels to prevent concussed or potentially concussed athletes from returning to play prior to being fully evaluated. Part of this manual’s purpose will be to discuss not only the repercussions from TBIs or multiple TBIs under the cloak of athletics but also to discuss the strides being made to prevent TBIs from occurring in the first place.

**Resulting Pathology From TBI**

The graphic below summarizes the several main pathologies found in literature reviews, studies and manuals researched as well as gives a range of prevalence rates that were found. Discussion surrounding the findings will follow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathology</th>
<th>PTSD</th>
<th>Mood Disorders</th>
<th>Substance Use</th>
<th>Multiple Comorbidities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence</td>
<td>4-44%</td>
<td>22-50%</td>
<td>14-71%</td>
<td>14-31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 2. TBI and comorbidity rates.*

As seen above, there is a wide range of prevalence rates that may apply to each pathology. In part, this is due to the different populations utilized by each study and it is important to note that for military personnel and athletes, data for each co-morbid pathology skewed towards the higher
end for each comorbidity rate. Athletes in particular comprised a larger proportion of those suffering from co-morbid substance use or abuse due to non-brain physical injuries sustained while playing that required prescribed pain medication. Within each prevalence range, “normal” individuals from the general population tended to be on the lower side. Clinicians should still take note however that simply because a patient was not a member of either one of these groups does not mean he or she may not have multiple comorbidities present after a traumatic brain injury.

The most common, consistent, comorbid pathology in the general population is PTSD. Fann et al. (2004) and Vanderploeg et al. (2007) both noted civilians suffer from “elevated” rates of psychiatric disorders post-TBI even at a mild level, though the increase occurs at a more drastic rate in military populations. For military personnel with at least one concussion, PTSD was found to be comorbid 44% of the time in one study (Hoge et al., 2008) with the 2008 RAND study placing the comorbidity at a similar 33% (“with a probable TBI also met criteria for probable PTSD” as the operant definition utilized) (Tanielian & Jaycox, 2008). Few studies or literature reviews found reliable data for PTSD in athletes that differed from the general population, with mood disorders and substance use being more prominent in that specific population.

One common thread found which explained the significantly higher PTSD rates in the military was deployment and combat in conjunction with head trauma. Those who had been in firefight or other sorts of military action displayed PTSD at a prominently higher rate than the normative population (Belanger, Kretzmer, Yoash-Gantz, Pickett, & Tupler, 2009; Sayer et al., 2008). MacGregor et al. (2010) in a study of 781 soldiers deployed in Operation Iraqi Freedom revealed that the largest proportion of injuries was related to improvised explosive devices at 41.3% of the sample which was found to heavily correlate to at least mild TBI.
A more expansive study of the health records of 13,201 OEF/OIF veterans compiled by Carlson et al. (2010) found that 22% screened met at least “probable” criteria for TBI and half (47.6%) of the 13,201 sample met criteria for at least one psychiatric diagnosis. The most prevalent diagnoses found in this larger sample were PTSD (25.9%) and depression (25.6%). Of note, of the 836 who had confirmed TBIs, 85% of them (713) had a comorbid psychiatric diagnosis. A caveat offered by many studies was differences in co-morbid prevalence rates could be impacted by premorbid functioning such as psychiatric diagnoses made pre-TBI.

Additionally, the potential for comorbidities may be linked to both number and severity of TBIs, though data from several studies conflicts with one another. Bryan and Clemans (2013) noted that although the sample size was small (161 individuals), the probability for previous TBI to be a predictor of both future TBI and future issues with a variety of comorbidities rose with each TBI sustained. Any TBI showed an increase in reports of physical or emotional symptoms, but the trend of these symptoms curved upward with greater correlation for sleep disturbances, reduced stress tolerance, suicidality, depression and severity of PTSD dependent upon number of TBIs sustained and for single TBIs with greater severity.

MacGregor (2010) found differently, noting that while any TBI increased the probability for substance abuse and adjustment disorders compared to non-TBI injuries, PTSD specifically did not look to be correlated to TBI severity (PTSD was found at a rate of 13.7% for those with any TBI compared to 17% for those with other injuries). However, this study of 781 individuals found that comorbidity of “any mental health diagnoses” with TBI was 27.6% for mild TBI and 47.4% for moderate or severe TBI, indicating that moderate or severe TBI was significantly more likely to lead to a mental health diagnosis of some sort when compared to any other group.
Gros, Korte, Horner, Brady, and Back (2015) found significantly higher rates, though this study of 115 individuals solely included those who had sustained at least one TBI, and thus was a somewhat skewed sample. Of this sample, 83% met criteria for PTSD and 80% met criteria for Alcohol Dependence. Gros acknowledged that the sample size was small and a prerequisite for participation was at least one confirmed TBI, however these odds far outstrip what is found in the general population both for those who sustain TBIs and those who do not.

The 2008 RAND study which surveyed 1,965 individuals deployed in either OEF or OIF discovered while TBI occurred at a rate of 19%, “probable” PTSD occurred at a rate of 33%, depression occurred at a rate of 19% and comorbid PTSD and depression occurred at a rate of 14%. By comparison, Hoge et al. (2008) surveyed 2,525 individuals returning from Iraq and discovered similar numbers, while delineating between those who lost consciousness and those who suffered from altered mental state but without loss of consciousness. TBIs were calculated at 15% of the 2,525 surveyed, with 43.9% of those who lost consciousness reporting a PTSD diagnosis. Comparatively, 27.3% who had an altered mood state, but no loss of consciousness met PTSD criteria. Depression appeared to run at a similar rate regardless of loss of consciousness, found in approximately 13% of both populations. While the RAND study, MacGregor and Hoge all show differing levels of comorbidities, much of this may be attributed to smaller sample sizes, differing locations in terms of deployment and different screeners being used to distinguish pathologies and comorbidities.

Utilizing this data will be beneficial for providers both for context of injury as well as previous head trauma a client may report. Clinicians can also utilize the data mined from these studies to ascertain the origin for mood disorders. Whether or not a mood disorder was present
pre-TBI may impact diagnosis and/or severity of post-TBI symptoms, which the manual will also address.

**Diagnostic Tools**

Various cognitive assessment measures can notate deficits in a number of cognitive domains, and the results of assessment measures given can assist clinicians and providers with providing the correct type of cognitive or mood-based rehabilitation. Emotion-based screeners and assessment measures can also be used to supplement and determine any mood issues that may be plaguing the individual. Along with both cognitive and emotionally-based measures, useful validity measures allow clinicians to interpret results with confidence.

Cognitive assessment measures such as the WAIS-IV, WMS-IV, DKEFS, RBANS, WRAT-IV and WRAML-2 will be important for clinicians and providers to familiarize themselves with, as subtests within each measure a number of domains including working memory, visual and verbal memory, recall, recognition and encoding abilities, language functioning, attentional and concentration abilities, overall full-scale intellectual abilities and potentially most important, executive functioning. While not all cognitive measures will need to be administered to every individual, a battery that incorporates multiple domains will help provide clinicians with a fuller picture of the cognitive functioning and where any deficits may lie. This can then be used to plan rehabilitation in the most productive manner. These measures were chosen in particular due to their extensive normative populations, their high rate of validity and reliability and the interrater reliability that is associated with finding consistent results. Additionally, these measures provide valid assessment data across the lifespan and results can be cross-referenced between tests to find commonalities for both individual strengths and deficits. While not an exhaustive list, these are
some of the most common measures found which can translate to a variety of populations and help with discovery of multiple deficit types.

Familiarity with the above measures will be important for competent clinical work, however the manual itself will focus on the cognitive screening tool known as the Montreal Cognitive Assessment, or MoCA. This brief screening tool will provide a good cognitive baseline to measure cognitive difficulties as well as the potential for longitudinal screening capabilities. Additional alternative screening measures that can be utilized are discussed below, as these may also be useful for clinicians and providers and can be given to track progress or deficits from baseline functioning.

One product in particular, the ImPACT (Immediate Post-Concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing), has FDA approval and has been administered a reported 12 million times in a variety of settings to people of all ages and utilizes peer reviewed and independent studies as well as a normative database in order to increase both validity and reliability of the results (Impact Applications, Inc., 2017). The ImPACT in particular has shown to have unparalleled sensitivity to head trauma and combined with other measures such as self-reported symptoms and pencil-and-paper assessment of neurocognitive function, sensitivity exceeded 90% (Broglio, Macciocchi, & Ferrara, 2007).

A second screening measure that has proven quick and effective is the Sport Concussion Assessment Tool – 5th edition or (SCAT-5), released in April of 2017. This measure is yet another that can be given for baseline testing. Though validity and reliability for the 5th edition has yet to be established due to its recent release, the 3rd edition or SCAT-3 (introduced in 2012) has shown both reliability and validity at least in regard to a quick screening tool, with the caveat it should be supplemented with additional measures, especially if an individual is thought to have just sustained
a concussion (Harrold et al., 2017). Although this manual will be focused on adults, there are also child versions of the SCAT as well, making it a utilitarian screener for clinicians working with all ages.

A third screening tool that will be important for providers to familiarize themselves with is the King-Devick test, which can be utilized as a sideline assessment tool to evaluate for concussions. Howitt, Brommer, Fowler, Gerwing, Payne, and Degraauw reviewed the King-Devick in 2016 and found that it, like the SCAT, is an “efficient tool for sport-related concussions” (Howitt, Brommer, Fowler, Gerwing, Payne and Degraauw, 2016). They also point out that rapid, accurate screening for questionable concussions can prove useful, as during most sporting events, clinicians will not be present. However, coaches armed with this tool may be able to prevent additional damage from occurring. When compared to the SCAT-3, Howitt et al. found that both screeners performed comparably, and both could equally be utilized as baseline measures.

Emotional measures will also be effective diagnostic tools and should prove effective in allowing clinicians to address potential emotional distress. The most common full-length mood measures include the Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI), Pain Patient Profile (P3), and Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, 2nd edition (MMPI-II). Regardless of population, Activities of Daily Living (ADL) and Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADLs) should also be measured. This will give providers and clinicians some idea surrounding the level of functioning pre- and post-injury and which areas have been impacted the greatest. The longer measures, such as the PAI will provide a more in-depth summary of any mood elevations while also including embedded validity measures that can detect false representation.

Shorter measures can be given intermittently dependent upon presentation while still producing a valid outcome such as the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) for depression, Mood
Disorder Questionnaire (MDQ) for bipolar symptoms, Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item (GAD-7) for anxiety symptoms. These should also be given in conjunction with measures like the aforementioned AUDIT and Drug Abuse Screen Test (DAST-10) for potential substance abuse or increased use; the PTSD Checklist (PCL for military or PCL-C for civilians) or the Primary Care PTSD Screen (PC-PTSD) for PTSD symptomatology; the Patient Stress Questionnaire which is adapted from the PHQ-9, GAD-7, PC-PTSD and AUDIT for a combined profile and also the Suicide Assessment Five-Step Evaluation and Triage (SAFE-T) which screens for suicidality. Similar to the cognitive measures listed above, this is not an exhaustive list for emotion-based measures however it would provide clinicians with a broad base from which to start. The manual in particular will focus on the PHQ-9 and BAI.

The manual will be useful not only as a resource guide but as a reminder to providers that TBIs and co-occurring psychiatric disorders can be assessed from numerous different cognitive and emotional domains and the correct assessment measures to administer will differ based on the individual, their age, the presenting issues and the acuity of the TBI they sustained.

**How Brain Damage Affects Each Part of the Brain**

While damage to various parts of the brain, including skull fractures, can be implicated in various presentations post-injury, this review and the corresponding manual will not discuss these differences. Though potentially significant from the viewpoint of other professions such as neurology, inundating providers with medical data is beyond the scope of this manual. Concussions can be caused both by closed and open head injuries and while important to note from a medical care perspective, will add additional layers that are unnecessary for the service this manual looks to provide. Similarly, neurological imaging (SPECT scans, MRIs, CTs etc.) can be used to inform providers about the nature of physiological injuries while giving a more definitive
scope of the injured area, however these also will not be discussed. Though also important to note for both treatment planning and cross-referencing possible deficits that appear through neuropsychological testing, burdensome explanation of each would deter from the main goal of the manual.

**Summary of Emotional Issues/Prevalence of Mood Disorders after Sustaining a TBI**

This document has outlined a significant number of mood disorders that may occur either singularly or concurrently after an individual sustains one or more TBIs throughout the previous sections. However, it is important there is a section in the manual specifically devoted to these issues and these issues alone, in no small part due to the potential life-threatening danger some of these diagnoses pose and the ethical dilemmas that can present themselves to providers.

The manual will first discuss the increased risk of suicidality that has been linked to concussions (Teasdale & Engberg, 2001). Though the severity and number of concussions looks to have an impact on the increase of this risk, the deadly aspect of this risk in particular requires an in-depth look at the potential dangers TBIs and by extension CTE pose to emotional well-being and the link to suicide. This brief section will incorporate previously mentioned issues such as decreased overall cognitive ability, decreased executive functioning to plan, organize and recognize consequences, and in that same arena, the increased risk-taking or other extreme behaviors that may occur in those who have sustained one or more TBIs (Olson-Madden, Brenner, Corrigan, Emrick, and Britton, 2012).

Similarly, a portion of this emotional issues section will also be devoted to the increase in self-medication through substances. Some of the studies and outcomes previously noted will be compiled in this section in order to have a single area which comprehensively addresses the increase in substance use and abuse by those who have suffered TBIs regardless of population
setting (general, athletic or military personnel). Additionally, a summary of potential emotional/mood disorders clinicians should be mindful of and note if present will also be included. While cognitive issues are the main crux of this manual, they do not exist in a vacuum and providers should be mindful of concurrent mental health changes.

**TBI/Concussion in Context**

As noted in the introduction, Traumatic Brain Injuries (or TBIs) and concussions are typically defined in current parlance as an insult to the brain that includes at least temporary loss of brain function and may also include loss of consciousness, though this is not required. Though concussions as a concept have been recognized in some form or another for centuries, it has only been in the past two centuries that concussions have been associated with lasting, physical, visible damage to the brain. Previously, concussions had been known by their clinically recognizable features, such as memory issues, confusion, emotional changes and so on, though it was thought that these did not result from physical damage to structural components of the brain. With the introduction of the microscope, it became clearer that concussions not only resulted in altered functioning and mental state but also at least short-term negative alterations to the brain’s structure.

Greater knowledge surrounding concussions necessitated more detailed research, not into just concussions/TBIs themselves but also into effective preventative measures, implications for post-concussive medical care and long-term effects of concussions. The clinical definition itself has changed as well. In the DSM-IV (1994), there was no specific section related to traumatic brain injury, instead “head trauma” was classified as a specifier for “Delirium, Dementia, and Amnestic and Other Cognitive Disorders”, where by clinicians could delineate head trauma as the main impetus for a cognitive disorder. With the advent of the DSM-V (2013), there is now a section devoted to neurocognitive disorder due to traumatic brain injury which delves further into specific
necessary criteria while noting that disorder traumatic brain injury can present in a multitude of ways.

Currently, it is estimated that 150 people die each day from TBI and TBI-related injuries with visits to the emergency department increasing 47% between 2007 and 2013 (CDC, 2017). Additionally, further estimations state approximately two million individuals in the US suffer a TBI each year and 300,000 of those require some level of hospitalization (Silver et al., 2001). Not only are there now more accurate and comprehensive clinical definitions used to describe concussions and the potential consequences but awareness regarding what these symptoms may be has also grown exponentially.

Following this will be a brief discussion of diagnostic tools utilized to diagnose a concussion. Below that will be the most common, current preventative measures utilized both for military and athletic individuals as they are the two populations in which concussions are most prevalent and may show efficacy when applied to the general population, and finally a concise discussion surrounding the current state of cognitive rehabilitation interventions and methods.

**Diagnosing Concussions**

As noted in the introduction, one of the most often-utilized, concrete methods for diagnosing the severity of a concussion is the Glasgow Scale. This scale is used all over the world by acute trauma medical staff since its invention in 1974 and divides severity into three groups based on eye response, verbal response and motoric response. While there is some controversy over where the severity classifications are made, it is generally known as a good indicator as to the relative severity of a head injury.

Similar scales include the Rancho Los Amigos Scale which assesses cognitive functioning after closed head injuries, and the two are often paired together. Additionally, the Full Outline of
UnResponsiveness (FOUR) Score, developed at the Mayo Clinic in 2005 and the Simplified Motor Scale (SMS) developed in 2012 are also utilized, though the sample size for these is not nearly as broad as the former two scales. The Glasgow is typically the most recognized and utilized measurement system of the four, though small-sample studies of the FOUR score and SMS show slightly higher inter-rater reliability with the FOUR score also yielding slightly better sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and positive predictive value (Khanal, Lorenzi, Ayache, & Pennec, 2016). These scales will be discussed in greater depth in the manual as to administration instructions and what scores reflect for clinical purposes.

Familiarization with the above brief scales will be important for clinicians as will familiarity with other, longer cognitive measures also discussed in the introduction (WAIS-V, WMS-IV, etc.). Use and interpretation of these measures should only be done within the scope of practice, however and referral to outside neuropsychologists should be attempted should any complex testing be completed. The manual will also encompass the importance of these cognitive tests as well as diagnostic considerations possible after administration and scoring.

**Current Prevention Measures in the Military**

Due to increasing knowledge surrounding the prevalence of and resulting trauma from TBIs, prevention of TBI in the military has taken greater precedent of late. A literature review was conducted by Adams, Corriga, & Larson (2012) to find efficacious preventative measures to reduce TBI-related pathology. They found the most effective interventions include things such as integrated treatment which provides psychoeducation on both TBIs and common comorbidities (French & Parkinson, 2008). Similarly, a toolkit sponsored by both the Department of Defense and VA called the *Co-occurring Conditions Toolkit: Mild Traumatic Brain Injury and Psychological Health for Concussion, Posttraumatic Stress, Depression, Chronic Pain, Headache, Substance*
Use Disorder (Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health & Traumatic Brain Injury, 2011) provides ample information that can be relayed and instruct military personnel on what changes may occur post-TBI.

More active preventative measures include implementation of blast gauges that measure force on an individual’s body, utilization of on-site screening measures to reduce the potential for second-impact syndrome (SIS) and a host of other methods utilized in an effort to reduce or eliminate the potential for battlefield concussions (Khalili, 2017; Logan, Goldman, Zola, & Mackey, 2013). Additional preventive measures include things such as pre-deployment screeners to assess whether a soldier has suffered a TBI prior to enlistment, which alerts medical staff to closely monitor the individual should injury occur. As recent prior head injury can lead to poor outcomes following subsequent TBI’s (Belanger, 2010), it is imperative medical staff be aware of individuals with prior TBIs, especially recent instances.

While there are few consistently effective pre-TBI measures that have been discovered, the post-TBI recovery process and by extension, prevention of co-morbidities once a TBI has occurred is a second focus. Increased use of screeners such as the AUDIT for those who have returned home with a TBI helps promote a healthy recovery and attempts to reduce co-morbidities that commonly occur before they have a chance to start.

Adams, Corriga and Larson (2012) also discuss emotional preventive measures for returning veterans such as identifying and anticipating triggers, developing alternate, healthy coping strategies, utilizing friends and family and engaging in multiple types of individual and group therapies. Additionally, if the veteran was engaged in risky/significant alcohol use pre-TBI, staying abreast of their post-TBI use coupled with developing coping strategies may help stem abuse or prevent it before it begins.
Other studies and literature reviews have found similarly. MacGregor et al. (2010) found that while 30% have “any mental health outcome” and 22% have a mood or anxiety disorder, quick implementation of effective interventions can reduce the severity of symptoms. Likewise, Gros et al. (2015) noted that early discovery of increased substance use by either the veteran or someone near them was a strong indicator of receiving proper interventional care that addressed both the TBI and the increased substance use. As is apparent in this section, “prevention” is a two-fold process; one step to prevent TBIs and concussions from occurring and a second step to ensure proper and necessary treatment which prevent and accurately assess comorbidities.

**Current Prevention Measures in Athletics**

Athletics has made significant strides in recent years regarding development and implementation of preventative measures at every age range and ability level. Examples of preventative measures to be included in the manual are the Heads Up Football coaching protocols which began in 2012 to instruct coaches, parents, teachers and adolescents on the proper way to prevent, recognize and respond to injuries and has since been expanded to over 7,000 middle school, high school and youth football programs across the country. An example of TBI prevention within the Heads Up Football protocol is how to properly fit equipment. This stresses the importance of safety gear fitting correctly which can decrease the risk of injury and instructs coaches and parents in what to look for to make sure their child’s helmet and shoulder pads fit as they should.

Additionally, safety equipment has become more advanced while showing promising returns. A study of 2,141 high school football players conducted in 2006 by Collins et al. tested a new helmet (the Riddell Revolution) which purportedly provided more flexibility and absorbed more impact than previous models. At the end of the study, it was calculated 7.6% of those who
wore the old model helmet sustained at least one concussion while those wearing the new model sustained concussions at a 5.3% rate. While the helmet did nothing to reduce the mechanism of injury or presentation of concussion, it showed a 31% decreased relative risk through wear. Since then, the NFL has gone a step further, unveiling a multi-layered helmet (the Vicis Zero1) which is composed of four layers designed to help reduce concussion prevalence and severity. The difference is an added layer of polymer columns that move in different directions to absorb and redirect force (National Football League, 2017).

Prevention measures, as noted in the military section, do not just attempt to stop TBIs, as that is near-impossible, instead they also look to minimize resulting cognitive and mood changes whenever possible after a TBI has been sustained. To this end, several cognitive and emotional preventive measures have been developed to more easily discern when a concussion has occurred, preventing a player from returning to play before a full recovery has taken place.

Sandel, Reynolds, Cohen, Gillie and Kontos (2017) reviewed mood disorder prevention interventions, with a summary of several studies finding interventions similar to those tailored for military personnel. In Sandel et al.’s (2017) review of Lane and Terry (2000) their prescription to learn coping skills, expand capacity for emotional regulation and clinically mandating a return to safe daily activities as soon as possible in particular was noted. Sandel et al.’s literature review also summarizes the importance of social support, the dangers of malingering (both intentional and unintentional) and their influence on motivation and recovery from TBI.

Baseline cognitive testing has also been introduced for players of all ages to measure suspect functioning against known healthy functioning. Many of these tests including the ImPACT (Immediate Post-Concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing) have malingering or false negative safeguards, that while imperfect, make it more difficult for an individual to undersell their
abilities, making the bar lower to return. This cognitive baseline testing has been implemented across all major professional sports and has worked its way into collegiate and high school sports, making participation in athletics safer not just at the highest level but also ensuring adolescents and young adults can participate safely.

Another recent addition to professional sports is the implementation of disabled lists specifically designed to allow a player to recuperate from head trauma which disincentivize teams from rushing a player back and potentially causing further injury. Football, baseball and hockey have incorporated new rules that penalize teams and individuals for dangerous or intentional actions that can jeopardize the safety of another player, especially for injuries that occur in the head and neck area. Football has also decreased or eliminated contact practices, depending on the competition level, to reduce the number of potential head injuries suffered during practice. Like recovery practices for both the military and general population, interventions incorporate not just cognitive skills but emotional skills. The difference in the athletic population is pain that may exist from non-TBI injuries that must be accounted for concurrently.

It will be important for clinicians to familiarize themselves with this portion of the manual not just for the sake of familiarity with what preventative measures are utilized for athletes, but also should parents in the community have questions surrounding the safety of sports for their children. While no sport is entirely safe, it is important to note the increased attention given and technology devoted to making athletics safer for all individuals.

**Cognitive Rehabilitation Interventions & Methods**

There are various interventions and methods that can be effectively utilized for those who have sustained one or more TBIs. Rehabilitation methods will not be limited to cognitive measures but also encompass emotional measures and interpersonal/social measures as all three areas can
be negatively impacted. While this section, similar to others, will not contain an exhaustive list of interventions and methods for cognitive rehabilitation, it will annotate several of the most prominent studies and methods, so as to provide clinicians with a substantial base from which to further their knowledge.

As was discussed in both the athletic and military prevention sections, studies have shown that rehabilitation measures introduced early and at a high intensity may improve the outcome of both functional skills and social behaviors in patients and may even be an indicator of further improvements once direct therapy has ceased. Acute mTBI symptoms typically resolve within three months (Iverson, 2005), however the longer the resolution timeframe, the worse the overall outcome may be (Iverson, Zasler, & Lange, 2007). Hence, proper and intensive rehabilitation measures can assist in ensuring a more complete recovery. Cooper et al. (2017) looked to prove this through a four-pronged, six-week treatment approach utilizing 126 military personnel. They concluded that while any intervention would likely assist with returning cognitive and emotional abilities to baseline functioning, intensive, therapist-directed cognitive rehabilitation augmented with a restorative emotional component provides the best prognosis.

Walter, Jak, and Twamley (2015) found similarly when studying veterans with PTSD and the benefits of intensive therapy on employment. They compared using assistive measures in employment (meaning employment was enhanced to allow for accommodations) with simultaneously incorporating these measures along with participation in CogSMART rehabilitation therapy. They found that assisting individuals during employment while also involving them in intensive, weekly cognitive rehabilitation treatment significantly reduced their post-concussive symptoms and was equally effective for veterans with and without PTSD. For the
purposes of the manual, this will indicate to clinicians that cognitive rehabilitation therapy can be appropriate and effective, even for those who suffer from PTSD symptoms.

Engagement in intensive treatment also shows increased positive benefit for athletes. Sandel et al. (2017) found similar results while utilizing an athletic population, finding that individualized, intensive treatment including psychoeducation surrounding expected signs and symptoms, behavioral regulation tactics, sleep hygiene and encouraging noncontact typically leads to the best recovery prognosis.

In terms of the general population, Covassin et al. (2017) corroborated much of what previously cited studies stated, indicating that developing coping behaviors such as planning and engaging in cognitive tasks, mindfulness, acceptance and depending on the individual, religion, all provide positive adaptation and suggest an increase in positive outcome. Several other studies concluded similarly (Anson & Ponsford, 2006; Curran, Ponsford & Crowe, 2000; Kontos et al., 2013). This 2017 study reviews and builds off a previous Covassin et al. study from 2013 which reported relaxation techniques, positive visualization, and deep breathing as all showing signs of being healthy, easy to perform coping skills.

Multiple studies (Brewer, 2001; Johnston & Carroll, 1998; Podlog & Eklund, 2006; Udry, Gould, Bridges, & Tuffey, 1997; Wiese-Bjornstal, Smith, Shaffer, & Morrey, 1998) all reviewed the benefit of social support as a resource, with the consensus being that receiving social support may increase motivation, indicate reduced distress and decrease feelings of isolation while simultaneously lowering the prevalence of anxiety, depression and mood disturbance. These studies are important for clinicians to note, as they provide a litany of easily implemented, beneficial interventions that can be utilized regardless of the demographics of the client whom a provider is treating.
Further, quality of sleep appears to play a large role in quicker and more complete recovery. The most impactful of these basic interventions is sleep hygiene. Kostyun, Milewski and Hafeez (2015) and Lu, Krellman and Dijkers (2016) both state that insomnia is the most common sleep disorder reported post-concussion and the effect of this can (as many clinicians know) not only impact cognitive functioning but also impact anxiety and depression, worsening symptoms that may have already increased solely based on sustaining a concussion. Sandel et al. (2017) also believe that CBT for insomnia (CBT-i) would focus on the more prominent sleep issues while also having the ancillary benefit of reducing anxiety and depression. This hypothesis is corroborated by several studies conducted prior to Sandel et al. (Lu et al., 2016; Martinez et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2011). Also stressed is the importance of psychotherapy in conjunction with psychoeducation. Though Sandel et al. (2017) state that stress initially after injury may not warrant therapy or medication, if an individual continues to demonstrate persistent dysregulation that impacts recovery, therapy and pharmacological intervention may be necessary.

Also important for providers to consider will be the severity of the TBI sustained by the individual they are treating and use this severity as an indicator as to how best create an individualized, effective treatment plan. Several studies posed hypotheses surrounding the contrast between mild TBIs and more severe TBIs and the impact severity can have on recovery. Corresponding to this, studies also took into consideration pre-morbid functioning, that is the estimated baseline cognitive abilities subjects had pre-concussion.

Scott, Strong, Gorter, and Donders (2016) studied outcomes for individuals participating in an outpatient mTBI rehabilitation program utilizing the MPAI-4 (Mayo-Portland Adaptability Inventory) which measures the potential for physical, cognitive, emotional, behavioral and social problems post-TBI. Their hypothesis was that while most symptoms of mTBI resolve themselves
in three months, there would be predictive factors in the MPAI-4 results that would identify who would have remaining symptoms or worse treatment outcomes after that time frame, even after rehabilitative treatment. Additionally, they hypothesized that better performance on baseline cognitive measures would be associated with better MPAI-4 Ability scores at a three-month follow-up.

They found that after implementing education-focused rehabilitation, physical therapy (if necessary), occupational therapy, speech therapy and psychological treatment all individualized to each patient, patients who had a worse initial MPAI-4 also typically had a worse MPAI-4, BDI, GAD-7 and performance on the Trail Making Test after the three-month rehabilitation course indicating that regardless of intervention and treatment protocol, lower initial functioning from both a cognitive and emotional perspective can be factors that predict outcome and long-term functioning. This may allow providers who utilize this manual to then prepare for and create a treatment plan that is more intensive depending on the level of functioning of the individual.

Zhu, Poon, Chan, and Chan (2007) found similarly in Hong Kong, providing evidence for the notion that regardless of culture, lower post-TBI cognitive functioning can be indicative of treatment efficacy. However, Zhu, Poon, Chan, and Chan also stressed the importance of intensive therapy, as these high intensity rehabilitation programs (which consisted of physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech therapy) yielded greater benefit and showed engaging in intensive therapy shortly after sustaining a moderate or severe TBI provided greater and more efficient progress, in turn sending patients back to work or returning to their daily activities sooner. The average stay reduction for these intensive patients compared to typical treatment was 31%. This study is of note as not all individuals being treated will have mild TBIs and providers will be able to use this study as guidance for treatment planning and goal-setting regardless of population.
Additionally, this will help providers confidently approach treatment with greater intensity, with the knowledge that intensive rehabilitation with proven interventions will help patients recover more quickly.

The aforementioned studies are relevant for providers not only to show that a variety of treatments should be considered and implemented, but to highlight that quickly implemented interventions, customized to the client’s needs, can posit a better and more comprehensive recovery. Thus, it is important not only to address the cognitive measures that show efficacy but other measures that will help to improve overall emotional functioning for the individual.

As mentioned throughout this document, TBI cognitive deficits may not appear in a vacuum and may be linked with other emotional or mood disorders, such as PTSD as mentioned above in the military or substance use or abuse throughout the general population who have sustained TBIs. A subsection will be devoted here to potential efficacious interventions that have shown to work including such things as increased social support for both the patient and their caregiver (Ergh, Rapport, Coleman, & Hanks, 2002) as well as providing education for clinicians as to how best assess for substance abuse and how to monitor patients (Olson-Madden et al., 2012; Taylor, Kreutzer, Demm, & Meade, 2003). This social support section will also address ways in which families can become involved, how to develop and maintain social support systems and link the importance of establishing safety plans within those support systems.

These cognitive and emotional interventions, shown to be effective in the above literature, will provide clinicians and patients with a range of options that will encourage and assist with rehabilitation while also offering enough variation so that the damaged brain will not be subject to learning effects and motivation with the patient remains high. The aim of this rehabilitation section
will be that providers, family members and individuals who have sustained a TBI will be able to implement coping mechanisms into the treatment plan to promote recovery in a variety of areas.
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APPENDIX B

A Brief Guideline for Parents, Administrators and Professors
RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS, PARENTS, COACHES, FACULTY AND OTHERS

What are TBIs?

TBIs are traumas to the head that may or may NOT result in loss of consciousness or “being knocked out”.

What do TBIs look like?

They can look like any number of things, but can present immediately after occurring as confusion, disorientation, difficulty walking or talking, not knowing where one is, the date or other similar ways.

How long does a TBI take to go away?

This also depends. Some TBIs and their symptoms go away over the course of a day or two, if particularly minor. Others may show symptoms for several months or longer. Most TBIs will resolve within a month if the individual who sustained a TBI refrains from strenuous physical activity or cognitive tasks and does not re-injure themselves. You should ask the UCC provider at your location, they can provide you with better information about your specific situation!

What should I do next?

If you are the individual who sustained the TBI you may want to schedule an appointment with your physician or if you are concerned about particular symptom(s) you have, a trip to the Emergency Room may be warranted. You should take care to not strain yourself physically or cognitively. You might feel some discomfort around loud noises or bright lights as well. Take time to rest, your brain and body need this to recover quickly and completely.

I have a student/friend/partner/family member who may have sustained a TBI, what does this look like?

Those who sustained a TBI may show increased difficulty in subjects at school they previously did not struggle with, at least in the immediate days following their injury. They may be more irritable, show greater depression and/or anxiety, may have trouble sleeping and may find concentrating or paying attention more difficult. If you are worried about this person, urge them to call their physician or offer to do it for them.

Educational Resources About Mild Traumatic Brain Injury (mTBI)
(Taken from Peskind, Brody, Cernak, McKee, & Ruff, 2013)

Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center
Free educational materials for service members, veterans, families, and clinicians
www.dvbic.org/resources
Centers for Disease Control
Free training and fact sheets for coaches, parents, athletes, and clinicians (Heads Up)
www.cdc.gov/concussion/sports

Brain Injury Association of America
Network of state affiliates, local chapters, and support groups to advance brain injury prevention, research, treatment, and education and to improve the quality of life for people affected by brain injury
www.biausa.org

PACE: Protecting Athletes Through Concussion Education
Program to encourage a preseason “baseline” evaluation of athletes for subsequent postinjury comparison
www.dsgpace.org
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Introduction

As a University Counseling Center (UCC) clinician at the epicenter of myriad populations, let me start by first thanking you for choosing this manual to assist you with assessing, diagnosing, and rehabilitating individuals who have sustained Traumatic Brain Injuries (TBIs), traditionally referred to as concussions. As UCC providers, you know that no two students are alike and the interventions used for students with TBIs should be customized to each student. To that end, this introduction is meant to help you navigate and utilize this manual to meet the wide variety of you will encounter working with this population.

Significant research has been done in recent years to examine the cognitive and emotional consequences of TBIs. Typically, changes in emotion such as becoming more irritable, cognitive difficulties and vegetative dysfunction (such as increased sleep) can occur, even for those who have sustained a mild TBI. With increased severity comes more significant symptomatology along with an increased risk of suicidality. This manual will assist UCC clinicians in carefully and accurately assessing these symptoms for three distinct student populations; (a) “traditional” student (ages 18-24), (b) student-athlete, and (c) and student with prior military experience.

Who is This Manual For?

This manual is designed for UCC providers, particularly for those who have little to no experience with TBIs, neuropsychology or assessment. You will also find resources that you can share with administrators, faculty members, coaches, and family members of your clients.

How to Use the Manual

This manual has been constructed in a step-wise fashion, beginning first with the signs of potential TBIs along with the appropriate comorbidities, followed by treatment planning encompassing both physiological and psychiatric conditions based on the scope of your practice.
It will also include the professionals to whom you will need to refer to for additional assessments, a description of what each does, and how to prepare students for these appointments.

You will find the second section incorporates multiple tools you as UCC provider can use to assist in the psychoeducation of students, professors, administrative faculty and family members. This section will introduce and expand upon methods to broaden the knowledge base of individuals with little to no previous experience with TBIs and focuses on treatment planning and appropriate interventions to best assist the student. The goal of this section is not solely to provide education about TBIs and how they manifest but also to develop a collaborative approach to form an overarching and comprehensive treatment plan with several levels of care.

A third section about brief cognitive and emotional testing you can do as a provider, along with a discussion as to how to refer out to specialty providers will follow. Several brief measures used to longitudinally track cognitive and emotional progress are described here along with additional interventions empirically found to be beneficial for each student “type”. These interventions encompass specific comorbidities found to be prevalent for each grouping, which may shape treatment and alert providers to the typical comorbidities seen.

After utilizing the first three sections to learn about what TBIs are and how to educate others, you should refer to the fourth section which will introduce SMART goals and how they can be utilized to track progress.

Finally, a stand-alone section incorporating TBI prevention, changing and improving technology, screening measures and attitudes about TBIs will conclude the manual. This will be a reference section to be referred to when discussing the future course of TBI treatment and prevention. It will not be as applicable to the current treatment of those who already sustained a TBI.
Should you desire further information, a literature review will also be included as an appendix. This will go further in-depth regarding emotional and cognitive testing, various interventions not discussed in the manual, alternative approaches to treatment and other resources that UCC providers may find beneficial. While the goal of this manual was to be as complete yet efficient as possible, including all of these additional resources within the manual itself would have made it cumbersome and difficult to use as intended.

**What Does the Manual Hope to Achieve?**

This manual hopes to provide you with a resource that will educate you about TBIs, how they may present in a variety of student populations, and how to best assess, diagnose and treat TBIs via appropriate methods for referrals, various interventions and ways to track progress. It also hopes to be a vehicle by which you learn how to provide psychoeducation to others. As this manual outlines the importance of proper referrals, an additional hope is providers who may have not previously referred students to other specialties will become better versed and more comfortable in doing so, and more familiar with where their scope of practice fits within the TBI rehabilitation process.

**Diversity and Multiculturalism**

Sometimes overlooked in cognitive testing is the role of diversity and multiculturalism, though the two are becoming more intertwined. This manual acknowledges the wide spectrum of students whom a provider may see yet does not directly discuss diversity and multiculturalism. This was done intentionally. The purpose of this manual is solely to provide clinicians with a resource to assist with assessment, diagnosis and treatment of TBIs. Part of that treatment may be incorporating and utilizing aspects of the student’s background and identity to inform treatment, and this may be discussed with the student during the clinical intake and throughout treatment.
Being mindful of any diversity or multicultural challenges or differences will likely play an instrumental part of treatment, and clinicians are ethically obligated to attend to these. However, attempting to include these wide range of potential identifying factors is not practical for this manual and may prove to make the manual too cumbersome and take away from its primary intent. In future iterations, diversity and multiculturalism may play a larger role in the discussion of TBIs and how UCC providers can best include these factors, though that will not be the case for this particular version. The assessment measures and interventions selected were intended to be broadly appropriate for a variety of cultures, or at least flexible to be altered as necessary. Providers are encouraged to research additional interventions or assessment measures that better suit individual clients should there be culturally appropriate or congruent interventions that are a better fit.
Chapter 1 - DEFINING TBIS

The Current State of TBIs

Awareness and discussion surrounding traumatic brain injuries (TBI) has increased markedly in the past decade or so. This discussion is most prominently seen in athletics at all age ranges, though discussion of TBIs in both the military and general population has also increased. Annual estimates for TBIs sustained in the United States range from 1.5 to 3 million, either individually or in conjunction with other injuries (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2017; Silver et al., 2001). Nearly 300,000 then require hospitalization (Silver et al., 2001).

The Role of the UCC Provider

University Counseling Center clinicians will provide services for potentially thousands of students each year, and with an ever-changing student roster, it will be imperative that clinicians are able to accurately yet within their scope assess, diagnose and if necessary, appropriately refer students who have sustained a TBI. Further, students come from a multitude of backgrounds including active or discharged military personnel and student-athletes. Knowledge of the various comorbidities commonly seen in each population will be discussed and it will be important for you as a UCC provider to assess for these throughout the time you care for each student.

What is a TBI?

TBIs, much like the students you will see as a UCC provider, are entirely unique in their expression and no two are alike. Yes, there will be significant overlap in the cognitive and emotional symptoms that manifest, but each case will have its own challenges. Similarly, each student whom you see will have their own strengths which will have a beneficial impact on treatment. It is important to start, however, with establishing what the signs and symptoms of a
TBI might be and how these are susceptible to change based on TBI severity, in order to provide a framework on which to build the rest of the manual.

The DSM-5 does not provide a static definition of “concussion”, rather it provides criteria for a Major or Mild Neurocognitive Disorder Due to Traumatic Brain Injury. There are three primary criteria: Criterion (A) the criteria are met for major or mild neurocognitive disorder. Criterion (B), partially described above, requires “there is evidence of a traumatic brain injury - that is, an impact to the head or other mechanisms of rapid movement or displacement of the brain within the skull, with one or more of the following: loss of consciousness, posttraumatic amnesia, disorientation and confusion, neurological signs (e.g. neuroimaging demonstrating injury; a new onset of seizures; a marked worsening of a preexisting seizure disorder; visual field cuts, anosmia; hemiparesis)”. Criterion (C) requires “the neurocognitive disorder presents immediately after the occurrence of the traumatic brain injury or immediately after recovery of consciousness and persists past the acute post-injury period” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Additionally, the DSM-5 provides coding for TBI both with and without posttraumatic behavioral disturbances.

**TBI Severity Levels**

TBIs come in three severity designations: mild, moderate or severe. Of note, the vast majority of students you will come into contact with who have sustained a TBI will have suffered from the “mild” severity level. Individuals who have sustained a moderate or severe TBI will be acutely aware of the severity of their trauma and will likely already be managed in part by at least a physician and neurologist, if not some additional form of physical or speech therapist. By contrast, those students who experienced a mild TBI may not even be aware they did so. A common misconception is that you need to have lost consciousness to have sustained a TBI, this is not so!
A quick reference to the DSM 5 shows that the Glasgow Coma Scale (Table 1 below) is typically used to categorize the severity of a TBI. Note that for mild TBI in particular, loss of consciousness is any length of time under 30 minutes, including no loss of consciousness whatsoever.

Table 1.

**TBI Levels of Severity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Injury Characteristic</th>
<th>Mild TBI</th>
<th>Moderate TBI</th>
<th>Major TBI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loss of Consciousness</td>
<td>&lt;30 minutes</td>
<td>30 minutes-24 h</td>
<td>&gt;24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttraumatic amnesia</td>
<td>&lt;24 hours</td>
<td>24 hours-7 days</td>
<td>&gt;7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow Coma Scale score</td>
<td>13-15 (not below 13 at 30 minutes)</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>3-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the DSM set these guidelines out for the purposes of coding TBI severity, it cautions the initial severity rating may not correspond to the severity of the resulting deficits. Additionally, findings numerous other studies including the DSM state recovery from a TBI, regardless of severity, is dependent on a multitude of variables and factors including prior TBI history, substance abuse and age (under four years old and over 65 years old making recovery more difficult for example).

**What are the Signs of a TBI?**

A student who is unaware they have sustained a mild TBI may experience a number of cognitive, emotional and behavioral changes that may lead them to seek counseling. These changes include emotional difficulties like new or worsened anxiety or depression, becoming easily irritable or isolating from friends or previously enjoyable activities, vegetative or physical symptoms such as decreased sleep or sensitivity to light and sound and cognitive difficulties with things such as concentration or memory. These changes themselves may lead to confusion for the
student, from their parents, coaches, friends and professors. Due to this and the potential for other serious comorbidities such as increased substance use, it will be important for providers to be aware and up to date on the signs of what typically manifests in mild TBIs along with how to screen and refer for these.

Below incorporated into Table 2, is the typical impact seen in individuals who have sustained a mild TBI along with the associated Glasgow Coma Scale guidelines. While this list of emotional and cognitive/symptoms will not be exhaustive, it is a list of the most typical difficulties seen. This will act as a brief reference tool you as a UCC provider can use to later facilitate a clinical interview to expand on any symptoms noted by the student or any other secondary “collateral” source.

Table 2.

*Overall Impact of Mild TBI*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Loss of Consciousness</strong></th>
<th>Under 30 minutes <em>(1)</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Posttraumatic Amnesia</strong></td>
<td>Under 24 hours <em>(1)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glasgow Coma Scale Score</strong></td>
<td>Between 13 and 15, not below 13 after 30 minutes post-event <em>(1)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emotional Symptoms</strong></td>
<td>Transient anxiety, irritability and/or depression Lower stress tolerance, emotional excitement <em>(2)</em> Any change in mood is likely to be brief, consider PTSD criteria if the event itself was traumatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cognitive/Physical Symptoms</strong></td>
<td>Difficulty concentrating <em>(2)</em> Problems with memory, processing speed, executive functioning (also known as planning abilities) Dizziness, headaches and difficulty sleeping/insomnia Light sensitivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* All data in this table comes from Cole & Bailie (2016) and their annotated references, unless marked with a *(1)* or a *(2).* Data marked with a *(1)* comes from the DSM-5 *Severity Ratings for Traumatic Brain Injury.* Data marked with a *(2)* comes from Ettenhofer & Barry (2012).
Comorbidities of TBIs

Table 3 below summarizes the several main comorbid pathologies found in literature reviews, studies and manuals as well as the range of prevalence rates found for each. The variations in these comorbidities is also highly dependent upon the type of student, leading to the wide range for each. The section following Table 3 will discuss each of the three student types typically seen, the similarities and differences for each group and the unique challenges each group may present with, which will pose as a precursor to discussions of the variability of comorbidities found within each group.

Table 3.

TBI and General Comorbidity Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathology</th>
<th>PTSD</th>
<th>Mood Disorders</th>
<th>Substance Use</th>
<th>Multiple Comorbidities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence</td>
<td>4-44%</td>
<td>22-50%</td>
<td>14-71%</td>
<td>14-31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 2 – Who can Experience a TBI?

Simply put, anyone can experience a concussion or TBI. Of course, there are factors that impact the likelihood of an individual sustaining a TBI, though no one is immune from a TBI, concussion or their after-effects. University Counseling Center providers will typically see students that fall into one of three groups: traditional students (ages 18-24), military students (those returning from duty) and student-athletes. These three groups will make up the vast preponderance of cases seen, and thus they are the primary focal points of this manual. Additionally, each respective group will have differing associated concerns, and thus dividing students up in this manner will make approaching diagnosis, treatment and any referral significantly easier.

Traditional Students

This student group is the de facto, stereotypical group that you as a UCC provider will encounter. These will be students ages 18 to 24, from diverse backgrounds and with diverse experiences. As such, this group will also have varying levels of expertise as to what a TBI is, what to do or not do after sustaining a TBI, and the descriptive terminology that will best assist with accurate diagnosis and intervention. However, it will be likely that individuals in this group will routinely have the least knowledge about TBIs and thus it will be extremely important to perform a complete, thorough intake as well as provide ample psychoeducation. These students may also present with a variety of comorbidities, some of which were discussed in the previous section. These comorbidities may manifest as new or worsening mood difficulties (depression, anxiety, etc.), new or worsening substance abuse or participation in other risky behaviors.

Intakes with these students will likely be somewhat straightforward, however any additional collateral information that can be gathered will only be beneficial. A detailed personal history of the student gathered from parents or guardians may be helpful for premorbid medical or
mental health conditions and may also provide insight into any notable behavior changes. Collateral information gained from roommates, partners or other sources who encounter the student on a daily basis may also yield benefit. This is not always possible of course as the student must consent to this, but if consent is given, this may provide additional beneficial understanding as to the current situation.

**Students with Military Experience**

This student group will likely be several years older than your “traditional” student, given that enlistment typically occurs at 18. Some students may be significantly older, as individuals may be enlisted for a decade or longer prior to discharge and subsequent return to school. Regardless of age, this group is statistically the most likely to have sustained a mild TBI, as studies have found that as many as 25% of military personnel report a mTBI during some point of their service.

You as provider will need to assess not just for the TBI itself but also the context in which that TBI was sustained. The context and potential resulting psychological distress will determine whether or not there is an appropriate secondary diagnosis that also requires treatment. While traditional students may sustain their TBI participating in every day (even enjoyable) activities, military personnel may sustain their TBI during more strenuous conditions including training or direct combat. If the TBI was sustained during combat a concurrent diagnosis of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder may be appropriate, though that will require professional judgment and is outside the scope of this manual. Additionally, there may be no additional diagnosis or a decrease in the potential for harmful comorbidities if the TBI was sustained prior to service. This would indicate a remote injury remotely and it thus will likely not have nearly the impact a TBI sustained during combat would.
Many military personnel are connected in some capacity to a local Veterans Affairs center. This connection may range from comprehensive to minimal and while it may aid you in some capacity as UCC provider, it will be important to ensure there is no duplicate care. Similarly, military students may be what is called “service connected” (the veteran is disabled due to injury or illness incurred in or aggravated by military service) and may be receiving compensation for this connection. Providers should take note of this to ensure that any physical or emotional based difficulties are taken into consideration when treatment planning or introducing various interventions.

Mild TBIs present their own problem for military personnel but these individuals in particular may suffer from additional difficulties, such as transitioning back to civilian life from the regimented and highly structured military daily schedule, transitioning back to being with their families full-time, PTSD associated with combat (regardless of association with TBI) and elevated substance use just to name a few. Military personnel in particular have routinely been documented as having elevated levels of substance use and abuse and added inter- and intrapersonal stressors may exacerbate this potential abuse. Providers should take care not just to assess for difficulties relating to the TBI but to take the whole of the individual into account, particularly when that individual is a military student.

Student-Athletes

Nearly every college and university have student-athletes and endemic to athletic competition is the potential for head injury. Recent media attention and the increased focus on athletic-based TBIs particularly in American football have increased the awareness of potential head trauma for athletes. This may mean student-athletes who present for treatment are acutely aware of TBI terminology and have a higher amount of knowledge relative to the other two student
groups. Coaches, trainers and other athletic staff are also typically well-versed in TBI knowledge when compared to friends, teachers and parents. To that end, they may prove to be valuable collateral, secondary sources of information not just for the incident which caused the TBI but also to assist with tracking recovery. New TBI prevention technology, “return to play” guidelines, stringent screening measures and significant oversight all structured to keep student-athletes safe has been implemented in many areas, which providers may benefit from utilizing as well.

A challenge seen in the student-athlete population more than any other are comorbid physical injuries in conjunction with suffering from TBIs. Broken bones, torn ligaments and so forth also need to be treated by medical staff should they be present, and this may lead to interference with treatment in the form of polypharmacy (i.e. prescription pain medication causing cognitive difficulties for example). Similar to military students, student-athletes may endorse distress in adjustment to decreased functioning, both cognitive and physical. Athletes may not be allowed to travel with their teammates, will likely be missing practices and games and the camaraderie that goes along with team sports. These difficulties may exacerbate mood symptoms and student-athletes may self-medicate (and take up their new-found free time) by increasing substance use, participating in risky behaviors and isolating from others. This isolation in particular will be something you as UCC provider will need to monitor in student-athletes, as it may mean that increased risky behavior or substance use goes unnoticed for long periods of time.

Each synopsis mentioned above is not all-inclusive and UCC providers should not take each short description as comprehensive. Different groups will pose their different difficulties though the focus regardless is treatment, a full recovery and as close of a return to baseline functioning as possible. While each group may have their own unique predilections, no group is immune to the difficulties typically found in other groups and it will be important to assess for all
changes and take note of whatever distress the student is reporting. Next, this manual will discuss what specifically you can do as a UCC provider and provide a framework from which to take the next step in assessment and treatment of TBIs.
Chapter 3 – What Can I Do as UCC Provider?

Proper treatment and appropriate intervention of students with TBIs means not just knowing your own scope of practice as a UCC provider but the scope of practice for specialty providers around you. Treatment will take a wraparound approach, and it will integral to ask the correct questions during the diagnostic conceptualization process as well as provide psychoeducation to several groups of individuals with whom the student frequently comes into contact. You will be the expert in many of these cases, as often times family members, professors, administrative personnel and even the students themselves may not know what to expect in regard to TBI recovery or the various ways in which TBIs manifest both in and out of the classroom. This section will assist you in those three aspects of care (know what to ask; know who to refer to and provide psychoeducation) along with discussing basic cognitive and emotional testing that you can do, interventions to consider and introducing SMART goals to track rehabilitative progress.

Know What to Ask

Knowing what to ask may be the most crucial aspect of correct diagnosis, as it will inform any referrals made, treatment plan conceptualization and interventions attempted. The student may be appearing for treatment unsure of what to expect, how you can help them or even what the symptoms they’re feeling mean. Questions asked particularly during the intake process are most beneficial when a timeline is constructed of symptom onset, increase or decrease in frequency and intensity and how the symptom is impacting the student in their daily lives. These questions should encompass as much of the student’s life as possible, not strictly difficulties they are having in the classroom.

Perhaps the most important initial question you as a UCC provider can ask is “Have you recently been hit in the head or subjected to an overly quick stop or start?” This will clue you in
as to the possibility of a sustained TBI or not, as if a student responds with “no”, that is a very likely indication that no TBI has occurred. If the student responds, “yes”, asking follow-up questions about the incident including any loss of consciousness, altered mental status (feeling groggy, foggy or generally “out of it”) and for how long, was any hospitalization needed or medical attention sought will help paint a more complete picture of the incident at hand. It is a common misperception that if there was no period of unconsciousness, there is no TBI. This is not the case; individuals may have sustained a mild TBI even without any loss of consciousness. Hence asking these questions may yield valuable information even when no loss of consciousness has occurred.

Table 4 below will offer additional questions to ask you might find helpful along with the reasoning behind each question. Information gathered from the student themselves is beneficial, but ideally there will be collateral or secondary individuals who can confirm or give better insight into any incident.

Table 4.

**Questions to ask**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have you had new difficulty studying when you previously did not?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• This symptom may be present for a variety of reasons, but head injuries often cause problems with memory and executive functioning activities i.e. planning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have you had new difficulty sleeping nightly/near nightly?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• This may either be due directly to a TBI or also emotional difficulties post-injury (i.e. PTSD in military students). Follow-up questions of onset, frequency and intensity may help provide more context</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have you had new trouble concentrating, planning, or with your memory?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Similar to difficulties with studying, the student may be struggling to attend to daily tasks such as remembering to bathe, wash clothes or shop for food</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Have you had new headaches, dizziness and/or sensitivity to light or sound? |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have you experienced new/worsening depression, anxiety, irritability, or impulsivity?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• A “yes” to either of these last two questions may be cause to refer to a neurologist or other imaging specialist to see if the brain sustained physical damage. These issues may resolve as the student recovers, but they will be important to track over time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Glasgow Coma Scale Score

Similarly, collecting any information from available medical records (including if a “Glasgow Coma Scale” was completed on the student) may also assist in TBI diagnosis or a TBI was not considered shortly after the time of injury. Table 5 below is the standard Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) measure. Below are the criteria used in the GCS. While a student may or may not know the information used to determine severity, a composite of even approximate information may be of diagnostic assistance.

Table 5.

Glasgow Coma Scale Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Injury Characteristic</th>
<th>Mild TBI</th>
<th>Moderate TBI</th>
<th>Major TBI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loss of Consciousness</td>
<td>&lt;30 minutes</td>
<td>30 minutes-24 hours</td>
<td>&gt;24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttraumatic amnesia</td>
<td>&lt;24 hours</td>
<td>24 hours-7 days</td>
<td>&gt;7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow Coma Scale score</td>
<td>13-15 (not below 13 at 30 minutes)</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>3-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the student does in fact endorse one or more of these symptoms, including affirmatively answering to if they were recently been hit in the head or subjected to an overly quick stop or start, they may have sustained a mild TBI. This may be cause to refer to a neuropsychologist for a full neurocognitive battery and/or an imaging specialist to assess for physical injury to the brain. The next section, “Know Who to Refer to” will go further in-depth as to what each provider does, how they can be of assistance, and what you as a UCC provider can do to prepare your student client for any referral appointments.

Know Who to Refer to

Specialty providers can assist UCC providers with diagnosis, treatment and in helping to inform the future direction of clinical work relating to TBIs. Two of the most common specialty
providers that UCC providers will refer to when working with students who sustained a TBI will be neuropsychologists and neurologists. These titles sound similar but the two perform very different functions. Notably, if the student is a military student, they may have already seen one or both of these providers through their local Veterans Affairs center, as these will be covered by their insurance. It may also be possible (depending on the university) to refer “out” to both of these providers while still remaining within the university itself, which can also expedite the process.

**Neuropsychologist.** A neuropsychologist is a doctorate-level psychologist who has gone on to specialize in neuropsychological testing. Testing typically includes a clinical interview during which a history of the student will be gathered, a battery of tests (typically of both cognitive and personality/emotionality measures) that will assess current functioning to compare against previous functioning, and then a final report, which takes into account the history, performance on the battery and any difficulties and will include a diagnosis (or lack thereof) as well as potentially recommendations to help bring the student back to their pre-injury level of functioning.

What you as a UCC provider can do to assist with this particular referral is inform the student of the length of time required for this appointment (typically several hours or more), remind them to perform to the best of their abilities and if possible, make the introduction as a sort of “warm hand-off”. Some students will be tempted to not perform as well on the tests as they know they can, since they are genuinely in distress and want to make sure their symptoms resonate in the testing. This can lead to testing that is unusable due to various “performance validity” or “symptom validity” measures that can be stand-alone or embedded. If these are triggered, all the testing will have been done for nothing, as the neuropsychologist will not be able to derive conclusions from the data. If your university has a psychology program, professors in this
department may be able to assist with recommendations for referrals to competent providers they trust.

**Neurologist.** While neuropsychologists perform testing to compare and contrast current functioning against baseline functioning, neurologists instead focus on imaging. Typically, this will involve procedures like magnetic resonance imaging (commonly known as a MRI) or a computed tomography scan (also called a CT scan). These scans can help discover any abnormalities in the brain, which should show up particularly for more severe TBIs (moderate and above). Students with a single instance of a mild TBI typically will not see changes to imaging, but it is important to conduct these tests to ensure there is no physiological reason for their difficulties, even if the initial trauma is “only” characterized as mild.

Any data or abnormalities found in scans conducted by the neurologist can be incorporated into the neuropsychologist’s final report, as abnormalities in certain areas of the brain likely lead to specific and typical deficits. These can be the cause of the symptoms reported and impact daily functioning. You as a UCC provider can assist in preparing the student for this referral by compiling a list of specific concerns for the neurologist, detailing the injury incident as much as possible, and alerting them that some of these scans are done in small, confined areas. Not everyone is comfortable with these close encounters and if they are unable to stay inside the machine for the required time for the neurologist to conduct a full scan, data may be missing or unable to be interpreted. This would also be a concern for the neurologist to know ahead of time.

**How to refer out.** One or both of these specialty providers may be within your university, which will make referrals easier and may make creating a treatment plan easier as well. If neither exists within your university, finding a reputable provider covered by the student’s university health insurance or their private insurance would be the next step. Additionally, if your university
has a psychology or neurology department, asking faculty within those departments for recommendations may also prove beneficial. Once you have a list of names to give to the student, it will incumbent upon them to schedule the appointment.

**Provide Psychoeducation**

TBIs can be very confusing not just for the student who sustained it but also for many individuals within that student’s “personal bubble”. These can include professors, administrative members at the university, coaches for student-athletes and the family of the student. While assisting the student in a number of ways will take priority, the best outcome is possible when everyone involved in the student’s day to day life is aware of the issues at hand and can create an adaptive, supportive environment that can help the student function again at their baseline, both cognitively and emotionally. Many individuals might not be aware that a TBI is the cause for a student struggling in the classroom or interpersonally, and thus they likely will not think to make accommodations on their own. They may in fact not even know the student sustained a TBI in which case it is almost certain no alterations to assist the student will be made. It is likely that any changes or accommodations made will be short-lived and can be removed after the student fully recovers; however, these accommodations can make a substantial difference in the student’s recovery. Below will be described psychoeducation you as UCC provider can do with each group listed and accommodations that each group may be able to assist with.

**Educating the student.** Even though the student may be aware that cognitive and emotional changes have occurred after they sustained an injury, they may be entirely unaware that these changes are due in fact to the TBI itself. As previously noted, especially if no loss of consciousness was experienced, the student may not think to connect the injury to the problems they are currently experiencing. To that end, discussing what a TBI is with the student, how it can
manifest cognitively and emotionally, and how these difficulties are normal at least for a short while can alleviate much of the distress the student is feeling. The largest role you as UCC provider will play at this point will be in assisting to this adjustment to any limitations the student is experiencing, while asking the student about goals they have in mind. Physical limitations may also be present in conjunction with the TBI if the student was injured in a car accident, hurt in an athletic event, or injured while serving the country. These physical limitations may be temporary as well, but depending upon the injury, may be permanent. It will also be important to address any adjustment to these changes, as there may be a lingering emotional component that remains long after the TBI itself resolves.

Students may also suffer from new or worsening anxiety and/or depression. It will be important to get an accurate history of what, if any, diagnoses were present prior to the injury and if these have gotten worse since. Emotional dysregulation such as becoming easily irritable, sadness, panic and anger are common directly after a TBI and may be impacting the student’s interpersonal interactions as much as if not more so than cognitive difficulties they are experiencing. Additionally, military students who sustained the TBI in the context of combat may also struggle with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Providers will need to delineate which emotional difficulties are directly related to the TBI itself and which may be pre-existing or acquired difficulties such as PTSD. While emotional difficulties need to be addressed regardless of their genesis, it will be important to paint an accurate picture of their development.

Further, students may benefit from education about common comorbidities that may also be impacting their functioning such as a tendency to isolate from social activities they typically enjoy and substance abuse. Students may feel that they are not able to enjoy activities as much as they once could, may feel “out of place” given new emotional difficulties or physical limitations
or may simply want to be left alone which in turn can lead to self-medication. Students may do this without realizing the dangers of doing so, and thus additional education such as gradually re-introducing previously enjoyed activities will benefit them.

**Educating administrators.** University administrators will be important to collaborate with for in-classroom adjustments that can have a day to day impact on tasks the student needs to accomplish. These administrative personnel play a large role in helping to return students to their previous level of functioning by facilitating in-class changes and accommodations. Additionally, they can assist with facilitating discussions (if necessary) between the student, the UCC provider and specific professors should individualized interventions need to be put into play. Many professors (and for that matter, administrative personnel) may rarely if ever have encountered a student who sustained a TBI and thus they may not be aware of the cognitive and emotional changes present and their role to play in remedying these difficulties.

Education for professors themselves is of course important, however for the purpose of this manual along with the potential benefit for the student, the focus remains on the administrative personnel. Ultimately, it will be their decision as to what accommodations and interventions are approved and they will hold the power to implement these uniformly across the student’s course load. A table outlining several accommodations and interventions beneficial to the student are found in Table 6 below. While these accommodations and interventions range from more basic to more intensive, it will be important that whichever are implemented are individualized to the needs of the student and modified as appropriate.

There are a variety of accommodations administrators can implement; some ranging from more extensive changes (i.e. moving to a single-occupancy room instead of a typical dorm setting to avoid distractions, allowing the student to maintain a reduced course load for an academic year)
to simpler changes (i.e. extra time for homework and tests, additional allotted time with teaching assistants). Additionally, administrative personnel may be able to implement a reduced course load for the student. This may mean an extra year at school for the student; however, it will allow for a full recovery and not overly strenuous or rigorous academic work which in turn may lead to burnout and/or emotional distress.

Finally, the student may find a unified front of administrators, professors and you as UCC counselor combined with a multi-tiered approach focused on helping them return to pre-injury levels of functioning is in and of itself emotionally beneficial. The student is likely to realize they’re not being asked to “go it alone” and support is available to them in a multitude of ways.

Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Administrative Interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra time for tests/homework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take home tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra allotted individual time with teaching assistants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of study aides during tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moderate</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual dorm room to avoid distractions and noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowed to take tests individually or outside of normal class hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extensive</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced course load for one semester or longer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial assistance for cognitive rehabilitation or other rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed graduation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Educating coaches.** Many coaches are now well-versed on the immediate signs of TBIs when they are sustained on the field of play. They along with numerous sanctioning bodies throughout college athletics place strict regulations on return to play protocols and most universities also incorporate baseline testing prior to the season beginning. Should the athlete not be able to pass their baseline testing performance, they will not be allowed to return to practice or games until they can do so. Coaches may not be as well-versed, however, on the after-effects of
the TBI beyond these return to play protocols. When provided with ample psychoeducation, they can be utilized as extremely helpful collateral informants for student-athletes in regard to their emotional functioning, noticeably cognitive changes during practice and games and any lingering physical difficulties. These return to play protocols along with baseline pre-season testing should keep student-athletes away from danger for the correct length of time, however if they do not, coaches may be a secondary safety net that can assist in ensuring the safety of the student-athlete.

Psychoeducation for coaches, training staff and other athletic training personnel should encompass the dangers of Second Impact Syndrome (SIS) which is what can occur if athletes return to the field of play prior to being fully healed from a previous concussion. SIS has the potential to be fatal, as while rare, the fatality rate has been found to be as high as 50% in various studies. Additionally, psychoeducation about attending to and reporting emotional or cognitive difficulties in practice or during games where there previously were not any may indicate that an athlete is not yet ready to return, even if physically cleared by team medical staff members. While this group of individuals will typically only apply to student-athletes seen by UCC providers, they can play a large supporting role that is often overlooked.

**Educating families.** Families of students, particularly students who are a long distance away while in college, may show significant, appropriate concern about the health and well-being of the student. Families, much like students, will have varying levels of knowledge about TBIs, the recovery process and the permanency of change. It will be your duty as UCC provider to help fill in gaps and provide proper psychoeducation about any misnomers that are present. Cognitive and emotional changes will be the most obvious to family members and a likely concern will be that these changes are permanent. Unless the student sustained a moderate or severe TBI, this is highly unlikely. While recovery can take various lengths of time depending on multiple factors,
mild TBI sufferers typically see a full recovery in six months, with the vast majority seeing a full recovery between three months and a year.

In addition to the typical cognitive and emotional changes seen along with the usual course of recovery, a second duty will be to advise and educate families on how a “team” method is being utilized within the university. Knowing that the student is supported by a plan that includes multiple individuals in multiple positions from the university will likely help assuage fears family members will have and show the student’s best interest is being looked after. Additionally, if a specialty provider is being referred to, education about what each provider does along with encouraging family members to take an active role in assisting with useful background knowledge such as medical history may allow family members to feel they have more agency in a trying situation.

Finally, families can also assist with incorporating coping strategies either for cognitive or emotional difficulties. This can be as basic as being an extension of strategies learned in individual psychotherapy between the student and yourself, actively participating in the creation and implementation of SMART goals (discussed later on), setting up strategies and routines specific to the family home or any other strategies that the student will find beneficial. Each situation will be unique, and strategies should be created to fit each circumstance with the student’s input taking precedence. Families can also (with the student’s consent) be another good source of collateral information. Family members will likely know the student best, and thus any changes in substance use, isolation and mood should stand out. While students may not live at home with immediate family members during their collegiate years, there are still many ways the family can participate in the student’s care.
Multicultural Considerations

College students can come from all over the world, as you’re likely already aware. These students have their own unique backgrounds, stories, language and family of origin and cultural values. The American Psychological Association (APA) appropriately and necessarily requires that clinicians treat the individual not just for the presenting problems endorsed but also that the treatment be culturally sensitive and fitting for the student and their diverse worldview. To that end, UCC providers are strongly encouraged to review the APA’s guidelines for multicultural education, training, research and practice. A link to these guidelines can be found in the reference section below. Put more bluntly, it is the ethical responsibility of you as UCC provider to take into consideration all aspects of a student’s person and to then develop treatment plans, refer and so on accordingly. A statement was made at the beginning of the manual that the specific differences of each culture will not be discussed within the manual. That remains true. However, the need to discuss how UCC providers approach multicultural aptitude is a necessary section of this manual and just as important as any intervention or referral that may follow.

Clinicians may find that students speak English as a second, third or fourth language (or beyond). Discussing symptoms and distress that the student is feeling in a manner they feel comfortable with is of principal importance. It may be necessary to involve some sort of interpretation and the manner in which this occurs may be dependent upon the resources of the school, the student or the counseling center itself. Regardless, every effort should be made to allow the student to comfortably report symptoms and for you as UCC provider to competently address these concerns.

Interventions and testing should also be culturally centered and done with appropriate diversity and multicultural factors in mind. Testing and interventions have historically been
developed on white, western individuals typically of European descent. While the student being seen may be able to complete testing or participate in a variety of interventions, the results of any testing or interventions may be skewed from reality due to cultural standards and practices of the student. The provider seeing these students should take it upon themselves to “commit to cultural awareness” as it were; meaning, providers should take the time to research and discover aspects about the student’s background and multicultural identity that may impact what they choose to endorse or more importantly not endorse. To that same end, clinicians are advised to not view students as “resistant” if they do not follow through with interventions nor to assume “things are going well” if students are adhering to any and all recommendations made. Either side of this spectrum may be occurring in part due or wholly due to cultural values held about mental health, the power differential that can be present between the student and UCC provider, or the cultural appropriateness of a specific test or intervention. Clinicians should be prepared to change treatment plans or how sessions with a student are conducted at any time, should cultural factors necessitate such.

Comorbidities

Comorbidities have been briefly discussed several times thus far, however this section will provide a deeper look into what they typically are for a TBI population as a whole and how they may change depending upon student group type (traditional, military, or athlete). These comorbidities should be assessed for during the initial intake session and throughout subsequent sessions as they may become problematic at any point in treatment. Table 3 on page 12 provides a brief statistical summary of the three main comorbidities seen along with the rate of multiple comorbidities existing at once. Each comorbidity listed in Table 3 will be broken down further here.
**Substance use.** New or increased substance use is the most typical comorbidity seen, regardless of student group. Students may turn to substances for a variety of reasons, though any time substances are used to self-medicate, the time required for a full recovery will likely increase. Increased substance use is most often seen in military students, in part due to already high substance use rates throughout the military. Injury can exacerbate this use, especially if the student has just returned from duty or is recently discharged. The adjustment back to civilian life in conjunction with the injury can lead to substance use as a coping method both for the stressors of life as well as the acquired TBI.

Similarly, student-athletes who have sustained a physical injury as well as a TBI (i.e., fractures or torn ligaments) are also at risk for increased substance use to cope with pain. This can be particularly dangerous if they are prescribed pain medication (i.e. opioids) during this time, as both opioids and substances can suppress respiration and ultimately cause death. Student-athletes may also turn to substances as a way to manage emotional distress due to not being able to participate in the team activities which they were accustomed. While this can be true for any individual forced to adjust to a diminished activity level, studies indicate that this is especially true for student-athletes. An additional factor in this increase for student-athletes is the newfound time that was previously filled by the sport they participated in. Not only will they be removed from a team sport setting, they will have ample time previously filled by that activity.

Regardless of student type, you as UCC provider should ask pertinent, direct questions about current substance use and its comparison to previous substance use. Students may not provide accurate answers initially, so it will be important to continually assess this throughout treatment. Additionally, should a referral to a specialty provider be made, it will be important the student know not to show up to their appointment altered, as that may impact the results.
**Mood disorders.** Altered mood after a TBI is also abundantly common with between a quarter and half of those who sustained a TBI reporting symptoms of some variety. While these manifest typically as anxiety or depression, both can be present and there is the potential for other mood-based difficulties which may be due in part to physical damage sustained by the brain. Adjustment to diminished cognitive and/or physical functioning may also be the cause of new mood difficulties, as students may struggle to cope with their reduced capacity. Several measures discussed in the “Testing You Can Do” section can be utilized to measure and track emotional difficulties over time.

You as UCC provider should also be sure to provide psychoeducation about the impact that sleep, medication, stress, activity level, diet and substances have on mood. Changes in emotion and mood may be present without any increase in substance use or diminished sleep for instance, but when a TBI is combined with a less healthy or restful lifestyle, mood difficulties can worsen further. It will also be incumbent upon you to provide psychoeducation that some frustration and mood challenges will be normal, however they are extremely likely to be temporary. Additional interventions will be discussed in a later chapter which you can assist in implementing that can help to improve mood, understand the changes that have occurred and increase mindfulness surrounding how to reduce the impact of these changes.

**Posttraumatic Stress Disorder.** Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (or PTSD) is a commonly seen comorbidity, particularly for military students. While rates will be relatively low for the “traditional” student group, studies have found PTSD comorbid with TBIs in military personnel at rates as high as 44%, and routinely over 25%. Thus, when providing services for military students in particular, you as UCC provider should ask about in what context the TBI was sustained. In addition to interventions utilized to assist with cognitive decline, other therapeutic work may need
to be initiated to assist with the potential comorbid trauma that accompanies it. Student athletes have been found to experience PTSD at rates similar to traditional students, making military students a significant and important outlier within this particular comorbidity. Should a military student be uncomfortable working through PTSD difficulties through the UCC setting, they should be invited to enroll at a Veterans Affairs center, where they may feel more comfortable doing so.

**Thought Disorders**

Similar to both mood disorders and PTSD, thought disorders such as schizophrenia or psychosis and personality disorders such as borderline personality disorder (BPD) can impact cognitive and emotional functioning. These disorders however typically onset at or around the age range of traditional college students, and thus it will be paramount for UCC providers to be aware of any new or worsening symptoms that fall into this category. Additionally, studies are inconclusive as to if sustaining a TBI is a precursor to or cause of a higher likelihood of future psychosis or another similar disorder and thus, it may be possible that a TBI incites the onset of future severe mental illness.

It will also be important to parse apart and accurately differentiate between what may be hallucinations and delusions strictly based within the context of the TBI itself (directly after the injury for instance, where these changes are referred to as “altered mental status”) and lingering psychiatric issues that remain well after the direct injury has been addressed. Similarly, stimulant medications such as Adderall or Ritalin, commonly prescribed for ADHD, have been reported to cause psychotic side effects. If the student has begun to take these medications or has recently increased their dosage, this may be the cause of any psychotic symptoms endorsed or noted. It will be important to discuss these or any psychiatric issues with the student’s psychiatric prescriber if possible.
Multiple Comorbidities

Students experiencing one TBI comorbidity are not excluded from experiencing others and to this end, it will be important to consistently and routinely monitor for any increasing symptoms of distress. As noted within the PTSD comorbidity section, military personnel may struggle with resulting trauma from a TBI experienced in combat but may also concurrently experience anxiety or depression due to their decreased level of functioning. Comorbidities may also interplay off one another. For example, depression or anxiety that begins after sustaining a TBI may lead to self-medication through increased substance abuse which in turn may exacerbate any depression or anxiety being experienced while also impacting sleep, nutrition and motivation. It will be important to not just assess for a single comorbidity or stop assessing for comorbidities simply because one is present. A watchful eye will need to be kept on symptoms throughout treatment. Additional information about comorbidities, studies conducted and the specificity for each student group can be found in Appendix C at the end of this manual.

Pre-existing Conditions

Pre-existing conditions, similar to comorbidities, may also impact the cognitive or emotional functioning of the student and will require focus and attention from both you as UCC provider and university administrative personnel. These pre-existing conditions may not just impact functioning but may inform treatment planning and/or interventions utilized to assist the student. These conditions can include things such as Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), diagnosed learning disabilities or other neurologically based developmental disorders.

TBIs sustained in childhood, even those in the mild severity category may increase the risk of developing ADHD later on. This may be exacerbated by future TBIs which lead to additional
cognitive difficulties particularly with attention, planning and focus, thus providers will be wise to assess not just for these pre-existing conditions themselves but also for prior TBIs that potentially may be a cause for these conditions. Medications for ADHD or other developmental disorders may also play a role in cognitive or emotional difficulties and as with polypharmacy for pain medication, it will be important to receive a full list of any medications the student is taking and to ascertain how long they have been on these medications.

Students with diagnosed ASD may require treatment planning that differs from what might be considered typical treatment planning. Caregivers (parents or guardians) having an increased role in informing treatment planning, structuring schedules and directly caring for the student may prove beneficial. Somatic and sensory processing difficulties are already prominent in individuals with ASD and a sustained TBI is likely to further exacerbate these symptoms. Additional or more rigorous interventions may need to be implemented in order to assure the academic and social success of the student. Students with ASD may also tend to socially isolate from other individuals naturally and sustaining a TBI may cause them to withdraw even more. Addressing the importance of healthy social outlets and ways to interact with peers are simple interventions UCC providers can be aware of and discuss with the student and allow the student to participate in these outlets as they feel comfortable.

Similarly, discussions with the student and any caretaker or family member about the link between TBIs and self-regulation may also be important. Individuals with ASD may already show difficulties with emotional decision making or abilities to regulate behavior, and these difficulties fall in line with difficulties seen post TBI. This in turn may lead to increased likelihood of participation in risky behaviors or substance use. Thus, it will be important to discuss these possibilities, at the very least with the student themselves.
When diagnosing, referring and treating individuals with diagnosed learning disabilities, it will be important to ascertain what difficulties were present prior to the injury occurring? Asking questions such as when did these difficulties appear, how have they been addressed if at all, do they still impact the student’s life and so on may help to form appropriate treatment plans that are individualized to the students strengths and do not penalize them or create additional difficulties for them related to their learning disabilities. It will be important to impart this information to any referral source made as well so that any deficits noted can be addressed within the appropriate context.

Testing You Can Do

While more extensive batteries and interpretation should be left to neuropsychologists and all imaging should be left to medical professionals, there is still testing (both cognitive and emotional) that you can perform as UCC provider. These specific measures have the benefit of being able to be administered longitudinally and tracked over time, as repeat use will not lead to “learning the test” especially for emotional measures.

Cognitive. A standard cognitive screening measure than can be administered in the Montreal Cognitive Assessment or MoCA. It is scored out of 30 points and briefly assesses numerous cognitive domains including language, short-term recall, visuospatial abilities, executive functioning and attention, concentration and working memory (Nasreddine et al., 2005). A score of 26 or higher out of 30 is considered “normal” (Nasreddine et al., 2005) with some studies indicating that 23 is a more accurate diagnostic cut off which lowers the false positive rate (Carson, Leach, & Murphy, 2018). You may find the MoCA helpful not only in the assessment of cognitive impairment but also for which domains are impacted if any. Additionally, one aspect of the MoCA, the clock drawing test, has shown in studies to be individually effective at screening
for TBI cognitive impairment (Hazan, Zhang, Brenkel, Shulman, & Feinstein, 2017). The MoCA can be found in several different languages as well as several iterations, with the original version and scoring criteria found online for free.

**Emotional.** A MoCA will assist with screening cognitive changes, however anxiety and depression can be assessed for via a BAI and PHQ-9, respectively. Both are brief, self-report measures that utilize a Likert scale and describe commonly experienced symptoms of depression and anxiety. While the BAI assesses for anxiety, the PHQ-9 assesses for depression and includes a direct question regarding suicide and self-harm. This question in particular may be valuable for you as UCC provider as it may encourage endorsements of severe distress the student is not otherwise making known. Both measures take under 5 minutes to administer and score and both can be found online for free. Furthermore, both require low reading levels, ensuring international students presenting for treatment can easily endorse difficulties distressing them. Administering one or both every session can assist in tracking progress or the lack thereof for mood difficulties and may also help in informing treatment goals and planning.

In addition to both the formal cognitive and emotional measures listed here, an open line of communication into how the student feels both cognitively and emotionally will be important. These screening measures will be beneficial to track progress over time, however a direct report from the student as to their cognitive or emotional improvements or worsening will be just as significant.

**Interventions**

Numerous interventions exist that you as UCC provider can utilize with the student, regardless of student type. Several strategies were discussed above to assist with cognitive difficulties, and these strategies will require input by the student to develop and appropriately
define. However, there are several emotional interventions that can be implemented as well. These three interventions in particular look to tap into emotional distress that can be experienced by a student who sustained a TBI and work to reduce this distress through several outlets.

**Emotional self-management worksheet.** The Emotional Self-Management Worksheet was developed by the US Army Medical Assessment School; however, it is applicable to any of the three student groups. This worksheet can be used in conjunction with psychoeducation about the emotional changes and difficulties associated with TBIs, with the overarching goal of this intervention being to “reduce the ‘emotional noise’ and negative self-talk that undermine decision making and work to overcome the tendency to react impulsively or to do nothing” (Michel & Mateer, 2006, p. 62). This sheet asks students to identify patterns of instances where emotions have previously been hard to control. Similar to an antecedent/behavior/consequence chart, this sheet instead focuses on having the student identify triggers and situations that lead to loss of emotional control.

You as UCC provider can introduce this sheet during initial sessions and work with the student to identify stressors that may lead to negative outcomes and then to recognize chances for development and implementation of coping strategies to reduce these instances, both in intensity and frequency. Gradual work in this direction will assist in improving the student’s mood while providing real-world interventions they can utilize and giving them agency to do so outside of the therapy room.

**Social isolation.** Social isolation and perceived or actual social ostracism can also require intervention as students of all types with premorbid or newly acquired psychiatric conditions may have their symptoms magnified by a mild TBI. You as the UCC provider will need to remain alert for increased suicidality, depression or other distress signals, as reduced self-concept, feelings of
lower self-efficacy, and a focus on cognitive shortcomings can result (Conneeley, 2002; Ponsford, Kelly, & Couchman, 2014; Tsaousides, Cantor, & Gordon, 2011). Students may also feel stigmatized by their injury and that seeking disability services may do so further (Cahill, Rotter, Lyons & Marrone, 2014). Thus, discussion early on surrounding the benefit of seeking UCC services and the duty of confidentiality each provider ethically stands behind may help the student be less wary in attending.

Social isolation particularly impacts students with pre-existing psychiatric conditions, as those with pre-existing mood disorders exhibited higher suicidality and lower psychosocial functioning when compared to those who endorsed emotional difficulties solely after a TBI injury (Tsaousides et al., 2011). Therefore, it is of the utmost importance student with pre-existing mood diagnoses routinely be asked about increased social isolation in conjunction with either of the emotional screening tools previously mentioned. In particular, the PHQ-9 question directly assessing suicidality will be especially important to attend to.

To combat social isolation, the feeling of being an ‘outsider’ and the potential for co-occurring increased mood symptoms, you should collaborate with the student to find social gatherings they feel comfortable attending, make plans to call or text various friends or family members, and to participate in spiritual gatherings if that is their inclination. Social engagements will likely help improve overall mood while reducing frustration that may occur with ongoing cognitive difficulties (Cahill et al., 2014).

Social support and perceived social support (or the lack thereof) also particularly impacts female military students, both for cognitive and emotional recovery from a mild TBI. Female Veterans who higher stress levels post-combat exhibit concurrent higher rates of mental health symptoms (McGraw, 2016). Additionally, there is a strong relationship between perceived lack of
social support and elevated post-traumatic symptoms among female veterans compared to male veterans. Thus, you as a UCC provider seeing female military students should take special care to assess for social support, perceived social isolation and any traumatic symptoms resulting from the feeling of social isolation.

**Emotional resilience/volunteering.** Promoting the idea of “emotional resilience”, or the concept of agency and capability despite injury, to a student who is seeking services can assist with improving emotional distress and reduce mood disorder symptoms the student is feeling. Promoting emotional resilience, particularly to military students, at multiple levels (individual, family, school and community) leads to overall better mental health outcomes and for military student an easier transition back from deployment to the civilian world (Meredith, Branstrom, Azocar, Fikes, & Ettner, 2011). You as UCC provider can introduce this concept and enhance the notion of overall resilience by challenging the student to identify and adopt positive coping skills, encouraging positive affect, identifying emotional ties and supports, and encouraging belongingness to various groups the student finds important. Not only does this intervention seek to promote agency but also to build a social network on which the student can draw outside of session. This in turn may then lead to a reduction of social isolation and/or problematic substance use.

Other emotional resilience techniques that can be introduced in session include relaxation techniques, mindfulness, positive visualization, and deep breathing. All of these are easy to perform coping skills that engage the student with their emotions in a healthy, grounded manner. These particular techniques, along with emotional resilience as a whole, are also generalizable to difficulties outside of those experienced due to TBI.
A final form of emotional resilience is volunteering. Volunteering, especially for returning military students, can decrease PTSD symptomatology and feelings of isolation and loneliness while improving overall health, increasing perceived availability of social support and increasing perceived self-efficacy (Lawrence et al., 2017). Veteran students in particular have shown increased mood and decreased frustration when volunteering with other Veterans, as that may be a comfortable form of camaraderie. Students should be encouraged to volunteer in something they find meaningful, as this will likely lead to greater engagement and a greater increase in perceived self-efficacy.
Chapter 4 – Tracking Progress with SMART Goals

Tracking progress for multiple goals at once may appear difficult, but there are ways you as UCC provider can collaborate with the student to develop goals that address their needs while also being flexible enough to change should the circumstance call for it. The primary way of doing this is to introduce and implement what are called SMART goals.

What are SMART Goals?

“SMART” stands for Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time-bound. The idea is that specific goals will be targeted with a specific plan in mind to achieve these goals. For students who have sustained a TBI, these goals can be anything that works to return them to complete baseline functioning.

How can they be Incorporated into Treatment?

Treatment can incorporate SMART goals in any number of ways. In fact, multiple SMART goals can be utilized during treatment at once. While the student should take the lead as to what these goals will be, collaboration between yourself as UCC provider and the student can result in well-detailed goals that define criteria as to how they will be met, how they will be shaped along the way and markers that will be used to chart progress. Additionally, should there be long-term or permanent decreased cognitive or physical functioning, SMART goals can also assist with the adjustment to this decreased level of functioning while still enabling the student to achieve.

SMART goals are not limited by the confines of the therapy room. An example of a SMART goal would be to set a schedule to work with tutors to catch up on classwork for a specific number of hours per week, with the end goal being the student is completely caught up on their course-work by the end of the semester and has a grade they are satisfied with. This goal can also
take into account accommodations made for the student by the professor and/or university administrative professionals to enhance how the goal is tracked.

Another example of a SMART goal more closely tied to emotional distress is to decrease depressive symptoms via PHQ-9 scores by a certain amount in a certain number of weeks. The student then can take the lead as to how this will be attempted, whether it be volunteering, participating in pleasurable activities and so on. The structure of SMART goals is also such so that the target of the goal can be altered should the student complete it sooner or require more time. Do not be hesitant to be creative in collaborations with the student or to alter goals should it become apparent they will not be met. SMART goals are not strict rules but rather guideline by which to measure progress. The student can be assured during this time that even slow progress is still progress and that they have a high level of autonomy throughout this process. The student may in fact enjoy the process of setting up goals and proverbial mile-markers, as completing tasks can improve emotional symptoms and give a greater feeling of self-efficacy and recovery.
Chapter 5 – Prevention of TBI

Introduction

TBIs will sadly always be a potential part of the human condition. As long as there are humans with skulls and delicate brains inside of them only protected by cerebrospinal fluid, the threat of sustaining even a mild TBI is omnipresent. Thankfully, only about 1% of the United States population suffers a TBI in any form in any given year and a relatively low 2% of the population will suffer some sort of disability due to TBI over their lifetime (APA, 2013; CDC, 2016; CDC, 2017). This risk is markedly higher both for athletes and military personnel, and thus this chapter will have a more pronounced focus on TBI prevention for those populations as compared to traditional students who are not engaged in either military or athletic activities.

Thankfully, public awareness of TBIs, their potential short- and long-term impact on individuals and research and development for preventative protective gear and other protective measures have significantly increased in recent years, in no small part due to the National Football League’s legal difficulties with aging retired players as well as the movie “Concussion” about Dr. Bennet Omalu. Along with this, youth sports leagues and schools have had a renewed commitment to teaching proper fundamentals aimed at preventing concussions from occurring in the first place through coach and parent instruction. Multiple empirically-validated programs have been established to educate both coaches and parents, the National Athletic Trainers’ Association has written a position statement outlining guidelines for athletic trainers at schools of all levels, laws are being written to protect youth athletes, and baseline screening measures are being utilized at higher rates than ever to protect athletes and particularly youth athletes from sustaining a TBI in the first place or returning to play too quickly if they do (Langthorn & Wendling, 2012).
Improvements to safety equipment

Safety equipment for athletes of all types have improved dramatically in recent years. Helmets for football players in particular have made potentially the most visible strides, the most notable of which was a helmet which purportedly provided more flexibility and absorbed more impact than previous models. Studies utilizing this helmet revealed that while the helmet did nothing to reduce the mechanism of injury or presentation of concussion, it showed a 31% decreased relative risk through wear, a substantial decrease. The NFL has gone further yet, developing and unveiling a multi-layered helmet composed of four layers designed to help reduce concussion prevalence and severity. The mechanism of action for this helmet is an added layer of polymer columns that move in different directions to absorb and redirect force.

Competitive football leagues from youth to the professionals have also instituted “targeting” rules, which penalize players who intentionally attempt to strike the head and neck area. Because of this, reported concussions in the NFL have decreased each of the past 4 years. The goal of implementing these rules not just in the advanced levels but also in the youth leagues is that the next generation of players will have grown up and will be accustomed to this new manner of tackling, and thus no adjustments will need to be made throughout their careers.

While safety equipment has been developed further for athletes than for military personnel, sports leagues (particularly the NFL) and the military have begun combining resources to mine data about TBIs, their prevention and treatment along with the reduction of stigma. The Army began to use blast sensors in helmets starting in 2007, in an effort (similar to the effort in football) to assess when soldiers have taken forcible blows to the body and/or head that may have resulted in a concussion. These sensors have progressed to a full body system built to capture blast forces felt across the body of a soldier regardless of if they are on foot or in a vehicle. This “Integrated
Blast Effects Sensor Suite” has also shown promising early returns, though there is caution surrounding the integration and collection of accurate data in extreme weather conditions.

**Educational Programs for coaches of student-athletes**

Two of the more well-known educational programs for coaches and athletes are the Heads Up protocols developed by the CDC in 2012 as well as ACTive (Athletic Concussion Training using Interactive Video Education) developed in 2011 by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development. ACTive in particular utilizes content based on recommendations from the National Athletic Trainers’ Association and the International Conference on Concussion in Sport. Both are brief, interactive trainings that assist in educating coaches and training staff about concussion recognition, prevention and management.

Participation by adults in either program, regardless of pre-training knowledge of how to recognize and manage concussions, yielded significantly improved knowledge of symptoms, recognition and management. (Glang, Koester, Beaver, Clay, & McLaughlin, 2010; Baldwin, Breiding, & Sleet, 2016). This looked to indicate that adults who will spend significant time with student-athletes, upon enrolling and completing either of these programs will be better prepared to address concussions in a confident and educated manner when they occur.

**Development of Return to Play Guidelines**

While significant strides have been made towards the education of coaches, athletes and parents, additional improvements have been made in developing and understanding baseline cognitive testing. This baseline metric is one aspect of what is called “return to play testing” which assesses when it is safe for an athlete to return to competition and prevents them from doing so until all requirements are satisfied. Establishing these guidelines is now commonplace, however some differentiation still occurs in the language and application. Currently, while return to play
policies are common, they are routinely met with inconsistent enforcement at the lower competitive levels (high school and below). This may be due in part to the fact that these are not uniform and standardized, and thus are not subject to the jurisdiction of one governing body, like collegiate athletics or the NFL.

Additionally, while return to play guidelines are typically accurate in their assistance with delineating when an athlete is capable of safely returning to play, the potential always exists of invalid baseline results, either through genuine error or an attempt to manipulate a baseline outcome into a lower level, allowing an athlete to potentially return before he or she has completely healed. An aspect of the psychoeducation that can take place between you as UCC provider and athletic training staff is the caution that vigilance is necessary to identify these invalid results and to use caution when interpreting results at all times. Currently, many administrators and interpreters of baseline tests do not receive standardized training prior to any active interpretations. This education could help eliminate the potential for ill-prepared faculty or coaches incorrectly allowing an invalid baseline profile to be utilized for injury comparison.

Similarly, a 2014 position paper from the National Athletic Trainers’ Association outlined more stringent, “best-practice” guidelines for athletic trainers. These included how to document TBIs, their management and treatment, how to communicate legal information with relevant governing bodies (i.e. state athletic conferences), discussion of appropriate assessment and use of safety equipment and how to encourage genuine reporting of symptoms from athletes. This paper and its stance are especially of note for student-athletes who may be seeking services as they may find it beneficial to learn how best to report their symptoms to athletic training staff. Since this time, an additional standard of collegiate-level return to play guidelines has been established.
These new guidelines match with many previously acknowledged and utilized evidence-based methods, allowing for one accepted standard of care.

**DoD/VA Toolkit**

Military students may find a toolkit sponsored by both the Department of Defense and Veterans Affairs particularly interesting. Called the *Co-occurring Conditions Toolkit: Mild Traumatic Brain Injury and Psychological Health for Concussion, Posttraumatic Stress, Depression, Chronic Pain, Headache, Substance Use Disorder* (Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health & Traumatic Brain Injury, 2011), this toolkit provides education for post-TBI symptoms as well as how to report these symptoms to medical staff in a manner that alerts them that a TBI may have been sustained. While written for a military audience, this toolkit may provide benefit for all student groups.

**Changing Attitudes & Knowledge**

Perhaps the biggest factor in preventing TBIs for all populations is education of parents and athletes from an early age onward. There is a promising trend of parents of youth athletes being aware of what to look for, correctly using TBI terminology, and discouraging old stereotypes to “tough it out” (Dams-O’Connor et al., 2015). In a recent study of views on TBIs and knowledge of treatment, nearly 80% of youth athletes and their parents had heard of concussions, with youth athletes believing TBIs to be a “critical issue”. Additionally, over half of youth athletes disagreed with the premise their friends would think they were “dumb for caring about concussions” and nearly three-quarters of parents cited the CDC as a reliable source of information about TBIs. Still, healthcare providers and coaches are the preferred sources of information for many athletes and parents, thus instances where psychoeducation from the UCC provider can be disseminated to the student-athlete through the coach remain valuable.
When surveying strictly athletes, commonly cited helpful information sources included parents, doctors and coaches, indicating that these groups should be targeted for education about TBIs and how to report them. Similarly, collegiate student-athlete attitudes about the realistic expectation of sustaining a TBI have changed. These expectations only increase once an athlete has actually sustained a TBI. Most notably, athletes now endorsed an awareness of the potential long-term health risks to participating in contact sports while being mindful they are participating in an activity that could lead to future negative health ramifications. This historically has not been a commonly seen attitude. UCC providers can utilize these newfound expectations and attitudes to discuss the odds of sustaining a TBI, how to best report it if one does occur, and how to communicate with coaches if a suspected TBI occurs.

Following this chapter is a brief appendix that UCC providers can share with parents, students, administrators and coaches with the hope that even rudimentary information may assist in education about how a TBI presents, what recovery may entail and direct them to outside resources they may find beneficial. Thank you for choosing to utilize this manual, hopefully it proved beneficial not just in theoretical practice but also in practical clinical application and will continue to do so.
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